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Search for inmates
back in Kentucky
LEBANON, Ky. (AP — State
and local police set up roadblocks
on routes entering and leaving
Marion County in an attempt to
seal in two of the escapees from
the Kentucky State Penitentiary
who were spotted in the area.
Officials began looking for convicted murderers Joseph Montgomery, 27. and Ronnie Hudson,
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How the average
American looks

27, both of Louisville, after a car
believed stoten in Tennessee by
one of the escapees was
discovered about noon Monday
abandoned along the banks of the
Rolling Fork River, about seven
miles south of Lebanon.
For a time Monday, police were
looking for a Jeep Cherokee the
two men apparently were using,
said Trooper Terry Hammond of
the state police post at Columbia.
It was later found in Lebanon, and
Hammond said the men had likely
switched cars.
Authorities also questioned Hudson's brother, Michael Hudson, of
Lebanon, on Monday and a companion. The two were not charged
"We're waiting to see. We feel
like they will surface.- said
Trooper Wayne Bemis.
Trooper Don Knifley said there
was no evidence that anyone had
been around the abandoned car, a
white 1982 Ford Fairmont, for
hours when officers discovered it
in the Bradfordmille area.
The car was stolen Sunday morning from a garage at a home in
Dover, Tenn., and fingerprints left
behind indicated that Montgomery
had been there, said Barry
Banister, a spokesman for the Eddyville prison.
The news of the escapees had
some residents in Marion County
concerned.
"I don't like it too much," said

tions coming from the individual
school districts across the state.
The GSP officials send out application forms that are completed by the students' teachers,
covering a wide range of
characteristics regarding work
habits, attitudes and abilities.
"It all originates in the school
systems and the students are
selected by a blue-ribbon selection
committee — these kids really
among the best and brightest in
the state," Press said.
The selection process for the
faculty is equally demanding. Applicants had to write an essay
outlining their concepts and approaches to their subjects, including what and how they would
be teaching. Then, Press said, the
prospective faculty members
wrote a short essay on exactly why
they choose to teach.
"Just knowing a subject is not
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Stacking
up

(('ont'd on page 2)

By 1)4411) T1
Staff Vi riter
Getting 322 high school students
to-their classes in one piece can be
a big job, but Governor's Scholars
Program Executive Director
Lillian Press said the the early
workings of the five-week seminar
at Murray State -University have
been running smoothly.
"Registration went like silk,"
Press said from a make-shift office on the first floor of MSU's
Faculty Hall. "There were no
jam-ups — everything went great.
It was a very smooth opening."
Designed as a summer enrichment program for Kentucky's
outstanding rising . senior high
school students, the Governor's
Scholars Program began six years
ago as a way to recognize
academic excellence, and the
qualifying process is rigorous.
Press said.
The students are selected when
they are juniors, with all nomina-
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south Bend. Ind.. resident Craig Nlielke found the going to be tricky on the high ropes course at the National
Scouting Museum last week. Mielke and the other nienihers of Boy Scouts of America Troop 450 also toured
the museum. now open sey en days a week until Labor Ihiy when it will close for final construction.
'iltaft photo hs Ihtsid Tut A

NEW YORK (AP) — The
average American man is •
5-foot-10, 172 pounds, with a
lean build. He wants to be an
inch taller, a pound lighter,
more muscular, and thinks a
great deal about the body
shape of the average
American woman.
The average American man
thinks women want a man
who's 6 feet, 173 pounds and
muscular. In fact, they want
men the way men want
themselves: 5-11, 171,
muscular. Men think women
like them to have hairy chests,
and they're right.
So says the Gallup Organization's "national body image
survey," which was commissioned by, and described in,
American Health magazine.
Now, as for the average
American woman:
The average American
woman wears a size 10 to 12
dress, stands 5-foot-31,2 and
weighs 134 pounds. She has a
soft body tone, short, straight,
brown hair, and imperfect, untanned skin.
The average American
woman wants to wear a dress
two-to-four sizes smaller,
stand an inch taller and weigh
11 pounds less. She would like
more muscles, wavy or curly
brown hair and smooth, tinned skin.
The average American
woman thinks men want a
woman who wears a size 8
dress, stands 5-foot-4 and
weighs 118 pounds. She thinks
they want a.,woman with a
thin, soft body, long, wavy, •
blond hair and tanned. smooth
skin.
The average American man
doesn't think much about
dress sizes, but apparently
speculates a gred deal about
the body shape of the average
American woman. He wants
one with a full rear-end, 'medium-width hips. a smallto-medium waist and mediumsized breasts. He wants an
average body type ) not thinl,
Cont'd on page ?I
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Dredging alone won't keep barges moving
By The Associated Press
It's going to take more 'tun
dredging to keep the barges moving up and down the Ohio River
Barge traffic was flowing
smoothly through the southern
edge of the Ohio River near Mound
City. Ill.. on Monday. two days
after the seven-mile stretch of
river was reopened after
dredging.
'The traffic is moving in the
area that was opened up.' Chuck

Schumann. of the Army Corps of
Engineers in Louisville. said of
conditions on the Ohio River.
-We are still in a critical situation that without any relief by
rain, we have to monitor extremely closely for any hotsto •-). But se
far v'e have been able o -a4 •
the problem and we see n•
we shouldn't be able to cope with
it." he added.
The National Weather Service
predicted much of the same

weather from a high pressure
system that has put the state in the
throes of a drought.
Temperatures were expected to
rise to the mid-90s again today and
Wednesday as the weather remained humid during the day and
muggy at night. A small chance
for thundershowers is in the
forecast for Thursday.
Widely scattered showers were
reported over southeast Kentucky
Sunday night with London recor-

ding .61 inches in the 24-hour
period ending at 8 a.m. Monday.
Ron Blake, of the U.S. Coast
Guard in Padwah, said Monday
that 37 upbound tows have passed
the river, while 13 have gone down
since the reopening. A 2,100-foot
channel, 11-feet deep by 250-feet
wide, was dredged.
He said 46 towboats were
waiting to pass through. but that
(Cont'd on page 2)

Allies conclude summit marking time
until president's successor is elected
Tonight: Mostly cleai.,Low
again around 70. eight
southwest wind.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
and hot.
Extended Forecast
The extedded forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for hot and humid days
and warm muggy nights

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.1
358.1

TOROSITO ( AP ) — Western
leaders, marking time until President Reagan's successor is
elected, today conclude a har.
monious sumThit that produced no
economic breakthroughs but endorsed U.S. efforts to cut strategic
nuclear weapons.
The world leaders did achieve
some modest goals, including approval of a plan to relieve the debt
biirden of the poorest countries,
but their overriding aim was to
play down any controversy that
could risk a repeat of last Our
tober's stock market collapse.

The 14th annual economic summit among the United States,
Japati,, West Germany. Britain,
France, Italy and Canada was ending today with the reading of a
final communique extolling the-virtues of economic cooperatikin.
The sumtnit handed Reagan one
defeat a's Europe and Japan rejected his call for a complete
phase-out of billionsf dollars of
fair subsidies by tWe end of the
century. Hut there was Ireement
to strengthen their efforts at
economic coordination.
In that regard, the leaders

decided to adopt a U.S. proposal
for a commodity price index that
would include gold. The index
would be added to a list of other
economic indicators, such as
growth rates and trade balances.
that the countries keep tabs on to
see how their economies are
performing.
On Monday, the, world leaders
issued a political statement that
endorsed Reagan's call for
tougher action to combat terrorism and illegal drug
((Wird on page?)

. Ronald Reagan
Last economic summit
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Summit...
(Cont'd from page 1)
trafficking.
They also welcomed the progress made in reducing nuclear
weapons and said: "We now look
for deep cuts in U.S. and Soviet
strategic offensive weapons."
Reagan has said he would like to
complete an agreement to cut
strategic nuclear arsenals before
he leaves office in January but is
not sure that can be accomplished.
Posing for his final class picture
with the other summit leaders on
the grounds of the University of
Toronto, Reagan turned nostalgic
when asked how he felt about attending his eighth ,and final
meeting.
"I'm going to miss them all,"
Reagan said of the other government leaders.
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When a lightning arrestor blew at the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Stella substation on Poor Farm Road at 4:20 p.m. Monday, it started
a
grass fire and
Calloway County residents lost power until 6 p.m.
Crew foreman Richard Todd, left, and Jimmy Greer work to restore
power after Calloway County Fire Rescue men had put out the fire
that
burned half an acre. Electric company °Meal Johnny Jackson said the
arrestor had been struck by lightning at some earlier time, which
weakened it. When it blew,the electricity went straight to the ground,
he
added.
Staff pboto by Donna Nets comb

Dillon moved to Paducah
Alice D. Dillon, 35, Murray, was
A spokesman for Western Baptransfered to Western Baptist tist said Dillon would be admitted
Hospital in Paducah following a to the critical care unit as soon as
one-car accident on Kentucky t30 in a bed became available.
The accident was investigated
Marshall County Monday at approximately 8:15 a.m., according by Trooper Jim Fennell.
to a spokesman for the Kentucky
State Police.
Dillon was east bound on the
highway, approximately one mile
(Cont'd from page 1)
west of Aurora, when she lost control on a curve, left the roadway, the Coast Guard has limited tows
struck two trees and overturned, to 10 barges each.
Capt. Maynard Fredrick's fourthe spokesman said.
barge
load finally passed through
She was taken to Marshall CounLock and Dam 53 on Monday.
ty Hospital, then transfered to
"If this river gets any lower,
Paducah, he said.
we're going to have to put tires on
it," he said, cocking his head
toward the string of slow-moving
tows.
State Agriculture Secretary
Ward "Butch" Burnette said Mon(Cont'd from page 11
day his office was working to bring
soft body tone not muscular
hay into the state.
long wavy hair and smooth,
"Other states like Pennsylvania
tanned skin.
and Virginia have adequate supThe poll also found the
plies of hay," he said. "We're tryAmerican woman's zest for
ing to work out agreements with a
thinness is on the wane. Only
few states for a haylift later on if it
35 percent of women say
continues or the possibility of purthey'd like a thin body; about
chasing some hay."
half are satisfied to be of
Jim Thomas, a Franklin County
"average" weight.
farmer, said, "If it continues dry
But Gallup found women
another month, I'll be buying prostill are more weight conbably as much as $3,000 or $4,000
scious than men: while they
worth of hay a month to feed these
would like to lose about 10
horses."
pounds each, men on balance
Burnette also said that burley
are satisfied with their weight.
farmers are facing a situation
The Gallup Organization
similar to 1983, when a drought.
said Monday it used a
depleted crop was largely
representative national crossoverlooked by tobacco companies
section of 1,037 adults who
and went mainly to the governwere interviewed in person.
ment pool.

Barges...

Average...

British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, who was attending her 10th economic summit, let it be known through aides
that she and the other leaders
spent a good deal of time at the
private meetings and dinners
thanking Reagan for his leadership over the past seven years.
The good will was not enough,
however, to gain acceptance for
an American proposal to
eliminate all farm subsidies by the
year 2000. Reagan first made the
suggestion at last year's Venice
summit. The idea so far has gone
nowhere, although the world
leaders did direct their trade
ministers to tackle the subject
again at a meeting on trade
liberalization issues to be held in
Montreal in December.
While all of the leaders agreed
that the $200 billion the major
countries are spending annually in
the subsidy battle was a severe
drain on their treasuries.
America's allies argued that it
was politically unrealistic to call
for an to the subsidies.
Some progress was made on the
perennial question of how to deal
with the huge Third World debt
burden, with the leaders giving
support to a menu approach put
forth by Britain and France.
whereby countries could select
from a range of options in granting
debt relief.
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Communists' newspaper Pravda
attacks Stalin's military myth

The Murray Fire Department
responded to several calls Monday
including a field and woods fire on
the North Short Road. Thirty
acres burned in the fire including
three old, abandoned structures,
owned by Thomas Woods, according to CCFR reporter Mike
Sykes.
The Kentucky Department of
Forestry assisted in extinguishing
the blaze with plow equipment.
The cause of the fire is undetermined at this time. Sykes said.
Eight firemen were on the scene
for over four hours beginning at 4
p.m.
Firemen responded to a woods
fire on Carlton Road at approximately 8 p.m. The fire of pine
trees burned two acres Sykes said.
The forestry department also
assisted in this fire. The cause is
yet undetermined.
County firemen were also called
to a car fire at approximately
10:30 p.m. in the Coldwater area
on Kentucky 121 North. The car,
which was parked at a residence,
suffered major damage. Further
details were not available.

MOSCOW (AP I — A Communist Party newspaper has heaped
more criticism on the late dictator Josef Stalin, faulting him for
signmg a friendship pact with Nazi Germany and hobbling the army
with
purges just before World War II.
Many articles in recent months have attacked Stalin for purging
those he called "enemies of the people" and for the violent
way he
collectivized agriculture and forced the country to industrialize.
But his reputation as the leader who galvanized the Soviet nation
to
resist the Nazi invaders and drive them out had been left largely
intact.
On Monday, however. Pravda published a chapter of a new
biography by Gen Dniitri Volkogonov that reassesses Stalin's
military wisdom.
The full-page article appeared two days before the 47th anniversary of the German invasion, which usually elicits solemn articles
about Soviet heroism. In the center of the page was a photograph of
Stalin, smiling and shaking hands with Joachim von .Ribbentrop.
Hitler's foreign minister, with a caption that said "We 'call your attention to this."
"In our opinion it was a major political lapse to sign the tre'aty on
friendship and the border between the U.S S It and Germany on
Sept. 28. 1939." the article says. "The line should have been drawn at
the signing of the non-aggression pact the month before, which
evidently was a forced step."
While the non•aggression pact shocked the non-fascist governments of Europe. the subsequent treaty shook the foundations of
Communist ideology by, declaring friendship between the Soviet
Union and the fascist Adolf Hitler.
Volkogonov questioned how Stalin and his premier, 1'yacheshiv M
Molotov, could forge a friendship with the Nazis
Soviet historians have in the past portrayed the non-aggression
pact as necessary because the nation was too weak to confront Germany and needed time to prepare. It is said to have bought time for
the Soviets to build the arms industry and seize territory. particularly eastern Poland. as a buffer.
History books have obscured the•frien-dghip treaty: tending to lumpit in with the non-agression pact.
The article takes Stalin, who ruled the oviet Union from 1927 until
his death in 1953, to task for military blunders calling him a
"cocksure politician" rather than ,.military strategist And it
describes the purges, which Western historians say depr:ved ft. !:'t
Army of its best officers.
Media criticism of Stalin has increased
rect nt ria)rith particularly since a speech Soviet leader Mikhaii
iklivered
Nov. 2, 1987. to mark the 70th anniver•zarv ,•'
P••1--*'..*••• rt-volution

Scholars...
(Cont'd from page 1)
enough," she said. "This program
Is so intense, the teachers have to
be motivated and flexible, above
all else."
Dr. Ken Wolf, dean of the GSP
on the Murray State campus, said
the students declared their majors
and minors for their classroom
work through the mail before they
came to Murray.
Local students participating in
the program are Scotty Rice and
Kim Lough of Calloway County
High School and Chip Adams.
Yancey Huie, James Westphal
and Robin Shay of Murray High
School. The five local rising
seniors will be going to Danville
for the Governor's Scholars Program at Centre College — Press
said students are not allowed to attende the GSP in their home
towns.

14Aucation committer to 11411(1
FRANKFORT. Ky. t AP — A
cornmittee appointed by a judge to
review public education in Kentucky has scheduled a fifth publi(
hearing next month, the state
Department of Education said
Monday
The meeting will be at 7 p.m

(Cont'd from page 1)
Mike Farmer, who has a wife and
two children. "It makes you sort
of nervous. If they break into the
house, there's no telling what they
will do."
Other escapees still at large include another murderer, James
Blanton, 29, of Farler in Perry
County. Also missing are Billy
Hall, 25, of Paducah, serving 23
years for burglary and assault,
and Derek Quintero, 26, of
vine. Tenn.. serving 37
years fc1rlidnapping and robbery.
The number of people actively
involved in the search effort near
the penitentiary was down to
about 50 from a high of about 120
after the escape Thursday morning, Banister said.
The facility remained in a
lockdown, he said, with prisoners
leaving their cells only for meals
A search for contraband was planned, he said.
A three-member evaluation
team was formed "to basically
look at the situation from several
weeks prior to the escape to try to
determine just what happened,"
Banister said.

EDT a! tr.t. ,it,ffers4 ,rmt
Hoard of Fdak a'ior. in
.the depai-trneit ud
The e.ornrriw...• aiso naneed the
locati(m
t; Meeting in
Frankfort 'o the Farnham
Dudgeon Civic Center the depar
ment said
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Seseral local squads recently
took part in the first of two Mur.
ray State Uniiersity
Cheerleading camps. The first
camp,sponsored by the Uniier
sal Cheerleadin g Association,
Is for area high school and mid
die school students. The final
VISI: camp will be July 5-8.
Students received in-depth instruction in new cheers,
sideline chants, pompoms,
tumbling, conditioning and
safety practices. They also
received private instruction
sessions and seminars. At
right, Sabrina Bowker, front.
and Amy Torsak help lead a
cheer for the Calloway Count
Middle School squad. The Murray Middle School team also
participated in the camp. They
are, from left: ‘'anessa Sammons, Shannon Fraley, Kacey
Guin, Amelia Davis, Tory
Holton, Courtney Adams (top)
and Allison Pritchett (bottom k
For further information on the
camp, call 502-762-2716,
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The eight sawed their way to
freedom about 2:30 a.m. Thursday
from an upper level of Cellhouse 3,
which is reserved for the penitentiary's worst disciplinary cases.
The breakout was apparently wellplanned, with inmates on the
cellhouse's lower level setting
srhall, diversionary fires to
distract guards.
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How To Buy
Seized Autos
Dirt Cheap
Late-model Luxury Autos, Yachts, Boats,
Airplanes, Vans, Trucks, 'Furniture,
Stereos, TV's, Expensive Jewelry, much,
much more seized in Gov't Drug Raids
and Surplus. (lily for own use or resell at
BIG PROFITS Sales now being held in
your area and around U.S.A. For infor
motion phone
-_
120.453-IOW Ext
A6107
./..
Mtn DIA CAI..

hearing

Two bits, four bits...

Search...

The members of the team are
Garland Beyerly, director of
security and operations for the
state Corrections Cabinet; Al
Parke, warden at Kentucky State
Reformatory at LaGrange; and
Dewey Sowders, warden at Northpoint Training Center at Burgin,
Banister said.
"They'll be looking at this thing
from the word go ... and make any
recommendations to see that it
doesn't happen in the future,"
Banister said.

NOW HANDLING
Charles Wysocki Prints

IVIFD responds to
field, woods fires
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The friends and enemies
of the United States

-

Flying westward to Los Angeles
a week ago, an item in the
Baltimore Sun caught my eye:
"The Reagan administration," the
story began, "is drafting a $1
billion plan to repair damage to
the Panamanian economy from
punitive saxAiens imposed to
force GeA. Manuel Antonio
Noriega from power..."
A sense of humor would seem of
value, today, in appreciating U.S.
foreign policy.
Conceding Gen. Noriega is a
thug, a drug dealer, the moral
equivalent of Al Capone. what, exactly, was the imperative to
destroy the Panamanian
economy, which we must now
rebuild, and even consider the use
of American troops, to remove
him?
Thugs and drug dealers are rife
in the regimes of Latin Amenca;
needed, their income comes from
expediting the endless cocaine
orders of U.S. movie stars.
athletes. stockbrokers, college
-students, street criminals anti
yuppies.
If we are unwilling to deal
the cocaine addicts
forcefully
and cocaine kingpins in the United
States, what sense does it make to
ruin foreign economies and
threaten military. intervention to
drive cocaine dealers out of the
chanceries of Central America'
Those i'ho launched the DownWith•Noriega campaign now
assert that we Americans have
some international duty to "bring
democracy" to Panama But, do
we. really?
How strong. stable and enduring
can a "democracy" be. if U S.
sanctions or U.S. Marines are required to establish it" And whence
comes this Wilsonian compulsion
to "build democracy," even in
climes and regions where
democracy has rarely taken root?
Which questions raise an issue
that needs debating What, exactly, is the . purpose of foreign
policy?
Is it truly to "advance
democracy" worldwide; or is it, in
Walter Lippmann's phrase. to be
the Shield of the Republic, to protect and secure the vital interests
of the United States in a hostile
world? For they are not one and
the same.
If the latter is our purpose. the
"democratic globalism" that now
dominates U.S. foreign policy-. not
only in the(7ongress. seems at best
expensive and extraneous, and, at
worst, sornOtmes utterly destructive of our true interests in a
dangerous world.
Consider a bit of history.
Before America aided the contras in Nicaragua, they had the
support of the Arentine generals.
whose demise we all applauded.
Yet, when Mr. Alfonsin came to
power, democratically of course.
Argentina moved to the other side
of the ledger. becoming as much
an -impediment to the antiCommunist cause in Central
America as it was once an asset.
And when the Congress first
deserted the contras, it was the
king of Saudi Arabia and the

sultan of Brunei who came to the
rescue, proving themselves the
true enemies of Communist tyranny and the true friends of the
United States.
When we look'around the world
to see which regime has stood up
best to terrorism, we see that it is
the tiny Gulf sheikdom of Kuwait,
not the Western democracies, not
the United States.)
Likewise, it was Pakistan, hardly a model of parliamentary.
government, Communist China
and Iran I for their own anti-Soviet
reasons and, again. Saudi'Arabia
who, along with the Reagan administration, enabled the Afghan
mujahadeen to prevail over the
Red Army. Where were the European democracies?
In southern Africa, it is the
Botha regime, against whom we
impose the same idiotic sanctions
we used to destroy the economy of
Panama. that keeps the Soviet
Empire at bay in Angola.
Looking out at the world, there
is only one great menace that retains the capacity. the stated intention, and the will to wage permanent war against the United
States. That is the USSR, with
10.000 nuclear warheads targeted
on America, with a globe-girdling
empire devoted to the destruction
of U.S. vital interests from the
Caribbean to southern Africa to
the South China Sea
Yet, even in Mr. Reagan's State
Department, it is Mr. Botha who is
the primary target of fulminations
and the object of sanctions; it is
Gen. Pinochet, whose regime we
would scuttle in the name of
democracy; though both men
seem more vigorous in their antiSoviet and anti-Communist
policies, than does the conservative president of the United
States who has found a "friend" in
Mikhail Gorbachev.
The point here is quite simple
Because a nation has a free press,
free elections and a bicameral
legislature does not make it a
valued ally of the United States:
and because a nation is ruled by an
autocrat, a king or a general does
not make it an enemy.
When Americans were dying in
Vietnam, one recalls. NATO merchant ships were hauling goods to
Hanoi. and Swedish diplomats
were harrassing us at the U N
Meanwhile, South Korean soldiers
were fighting alongside ours. Not
all our friends are democratic,
and not all democrats are our
friends.

611141F1F111r1

The elder Vanderford was rarely gifted in many ways. He constantly was building useful and
novelty things. One of his first
achievements was taking a 1914
Model Ford chassis and building a
very attractive station wagon
body on it.
• • •
In 1922, he attended an air show
at Waterloo It is described in this
account taken from an edition of
the Gladbrook paper of that year:
"The unusual sight of a flock of
Lafayette Esquadrille flyers (This
was a famous fighter squadron
that flew first with the French and
then as Americans in World War
I ) can be seen at the Cedar Falls
Fairgrounds on Sunday, August
12, under the auspices of the
American Legion post there.
Little Elsie LeVere, 18, will be
one of the parachute jumpers;
'Shorty' Adkins, the human fly
who scaled the Woolworth
Building in New York City, will
stand on an airplane wing while it
loops the loop, hang by his teeth
underneath and produce other
thrills.

Garrott's
Galley
By
M.C. Garrot
"It will be a chance to see the
flying machines developed during
and since the war, and also to see
in person some of the men who
were among the first American
birdmen to engage in aerial battle
on the western front during the
conflict."
11 •
Orville Wright, who with his
brother, Wilbur, had invented the
airplane and flew the first one 120
feet in 12 seconds at Kitty Hawk,
N.C., on Dec 17, 1903, was among
the celebrities at the air show.
Wilbur, who flew the plane 852 feet
in 59 seconds later that same day,
died in 1912 at the age of 45.
Mr. Vanderford made it a point
to meet and talk with Orville
Wright. For some time, he had
been thinking about trying his
hand at building an airplane.
Wright graciously talked with
him, listened to his ideas and gave
him several of his own. Mr.
Vanderford came home to Gladbrook, which is near Marshalltown, and in spite of some
kidding from friends and
neighbors, began building his
plane in a flownstairs back room of
a home that's still there today.
All he had for a power plant was
an old 2-cylinder Harley-Davidson
motorcycle engine. The wheels
and part of the frame and undercarriage were also taken from a
motorcycle. He whittled the propeller out of hickory timber and
bound it with strips of brass. It
took him six months to shape it,
using a drawing knife.
The wing trusses were made of

wood and glued together before
being covered with unshrunk canvas. The canvas was then soaked
with water and permitted to
shrink tight. This was then
covered with shellac and varnish,
allowed to dry and then rubbed
down. This required several
applications.
• • •
All this took several years. No
one seems to know exactly how
many, but some of Gladbrook's
elder citizens today recall seeing
it as youngsters as Mr. Vanderford would work on its various
parts for a while and then put
them aside for a while.
One recalls, as a 12-year-old,
looking through the shop windows
and seeing the wing and other
structures hanging from the w9h.
Another tells of one winter helping to work on the plane. He also
recalls helping one spring "before
the frost was out of the ground,"
helping Mr. Vanderford take it out
of the shed piece by piece and
assemble it outside because they
couldn't get it out of the door.
Then one day, the word got
around that Mr. Vanderford was
going to put his plane together and
test it as part of the local July 4th
celebration. The wire trusses that
braced the single wing were
tightened until they all had the
same tone, and at the appointed
time they taxied it along the street
to see if it would go.
"It spun around in the street and
started for the Fred Wrage
home," a newspaper account of
the story states. "It ran over some
of the small trees and almost ran
onto the porch.
"When Mr. Wrage came out of
the house, he was not very happy
about the whole deal, telling them
to quit their foolishness and to get
the plane off the yard."
On a Sunday afternoon several
weeks later and after a lot of prac-

lice runs up and down the streets
of Gladbrook, a group of friends
helped Mr. Vanderford push his
plane to a hay field on a nearby
farm.
There, they tied a scale weight
to the tail end of the frame and
tried to pull It in an effort to determine how much power the engine
had. They also tried to fly it, but it
was unable to lift itself off the
ground other than a few inches
because of the small engine.
Mr. Vanderford tried all that
summer to get a "Henderson
4-cylinder motorcycle engine,"
but was unable to find one. Later,
in the fall, and unable to locate a
larger, more powerful engine, Mr.
Vanderford is said to have removed the wing and stored it in a steel
shed, which later became a repair
shop.
He removed the wheels and put
runners on the body, converting
the plane into a snow sled. This, it
is believed, was later sold to someone living either in Minnesota
or Wisconsin.
• • •
Mr. Vanderford's plane,
although it never rose more than a
few inches off the ground, is
believed to have been the first
airplane ever built in the state of
Iowa.
Van always has had flying in his
blood, he says. During World War
II, he served as a crew chief on a
B-25 bomber with the Marine
Corps. He has a nephew who is a
lieutenant colonel and a fighter
pilot with a group today at McDill
Air Force Base at Tampa, Fla.,
and his son, Kim, went to work as
a pilot with American Airlines just
last month after seven years in the
Air Force.
He's so proud of his father, and
justifiably so, and he enjoys telling
of his creativeness — especially
his experiences with his
homemade airplane back there in
the early 1920s.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The home of Jimmy McLeod
and family of near Dexter was
destroyed by fire this morning.
Thomas Lee Green M.D. will
now be associated with Conrad H.
Jones M.D.. PSC and Gene Cook
M.D. PSe in the practice of
obstetrics and gynecology at Murray Woman's Clinic.
Calloway County Fiscal Court
recently presented Western Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board Inc.,
with a check for $8,200 to help fund
mental health activities.

Twenty years ago
Mrs. Jeanne Willis, teacher of
mentally retarded in Murray, has
been selected as outstanding
citizen of Murray and Calloway
County, by Omicron Alpha
Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda
sorority of Woodmen of the World.
Judy Kelso was selected winner
of Calloway County 4-H Style Show
held June 17 at Student Union
Building, Murray State University. Others named were Ellen Watson, Jayne Scott and Debbie
Rogers.
Births reported include a girl to

•

the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Cornell,
June 15.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County is the fifth
county in the state of Kentucky to
become brucellosis free and the
first county in the state to receive
Certified Free Stamp on first test,
as announced at meeting at Murray State College football stadium.
Ben J. Butler, commissioner of
agriculture, was speaker.
Walter Baker, president-elect,
spoke about Rotary International
Convention at Dallas, Texas, at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
New officers of Murray Businss

and Professional Women's Club
are Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs.
Travis, Mrs. Rob Huie, Mrs.
Hunter Love and Dorothy Irvan.
Forty years ago
John W. Whitnell, John W. Clop.
ton and Bunnie Farris were named as tax supervisors for city of
Murray by Murray City Council.
Dean W.G. Nash of Murray
State College will be one of the
speakers at Kentucky College Conference on Teacher Education at
University of Kentucky. Lexington, on June 25.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, June
13.
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CATANI ROPIIIC HEALTH BILL WILL HELP
kF NTUCKICS SENIOR CITIZENS
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to survive. Species die out on
this planet all the time
without anyone noticing. The
planet will still he here...we
must lose this attitude of
divine right....4s a species,
we're too bound up in what
we consume, ignoring what
consumes us.
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M.('. Garrott is recovering from a
lengthy stay in the hospital. The
following is a repeat of one of his
columns.
Wilbur (Van) Vanderford and
his wife, Ellie, live down on Kentucky Lake in the Cypress Creek
area, having moved to Calloway
County 10 years ago from Elgin,
Ill , the original home of the
famous watch company
Van had retired as a construction superintendent with a
Chicago-based company. He is the
youngest of seven children — four
boys and three girls — five of
whom are still living. All seven of
them were born at Gladbrook,
Iowa, where their father, William,
was a building contractor and
cabinet maker. He and his family
had settled in Gladbrook in 1912.
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Thoughts In Season
By lien Bolt
For those of us who believe that
the singers and songwriters of the
1980s are not as "politically involved" as those of the sixties, consider
these words from a Rolling Stone
Interview with the rock star Sting
11983
Humans make the mistake of
believing that it is their right

His father built Iowa's first airplane

per month,
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payable In 'advance By mall l'alloway County and to 1144ton, Hardin,
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Parts, Buchanan and l'uryear,
Tn ,$5i 00 per year By mall to other destinations $8600 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753.19111
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press. Kentlicky
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Pubhstrers Association
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur
ray Ledger & Times

Over the next ten years, the United States will experience unprecedented growili in its senior population. Better nutrition and advances in medicine have combined to insure that more people reach
their golden years in better. health. However, the possibility of a catastrophic illness that could wipe out a life's savings is a threat that
looms large over our elderly population. In response to this threat,
I have voted for the Catastrophic Health Care Bill which will be
signed into law by the President.
[his bill has receised my full backing and support because it
represents one of the most important changes in the Medicare program since its inception over 20 years ago. These changes will go
a long way toward gising our seniors peace ,of mind and, if neces
sary, the financial assistance they need in case a catastrophic illness
should strike.
For example, Medicare beneficiaries will receive free hospitaliiation after payment of on annual deductible and 100 percent of
all other medical expenses will be paid for after a $1,370 out-ofpocket expense cap has been reached.
One of my primary concerns, especially for Kentuckians in rural
areas, is the question of spousal imposerishment if a husband or
wife must enter a nursing home. This bill allows a person whose
spouse requires nursing-home care to retain a modest monthly income, the family home, and up to S I 2,(100 in assets. Never again
will an elder!) couple lose their house because of a catastrophic illness that forces nursing-home care! For those people who are voluntary caregivers for elderly or disabled relatives at home, 80 hours
per year of "respite" are provided in the bill. This will enable the
caregiver to leave the home and take time-off while Medicare pays
a professional to provide care while they are away.
Perhaps the most publicized new benefit is the Medicare coverage of outpatient prescription drugs. Beginning in 1991, Medicare
will pay 50 percent of outpatient drug costs after a S600 payment
ceiling has been reached. The level of coverage will rise to .60 per
cent in 1992, and increase to 80 percent by 1993.
It should be noted that the catastrophic bill will be self-financing
and therefore will not increase our national debt.
Evenwith these improvements in the. Medicare program, experts predict that the majority of senior Kentuckians wilt not be paying large premiums in order to receive benefits.
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act represents an important first step in providing our senior citizens with acute medical and
health care coverage. The groundwork has now been prepared to
address long-term and nursing-home care. I will continue my work
in Congress to make this a reality° that our seniors will get the
best medical care possible so they can truly enjoy their retirement
ycurs.

BEAT THE HEAT!
New Shipment of Fresh
Frozen Vegetables

ORDER NOW
While Supply Lasts!
Cut

Green Beans
Frosty Acre

Baby Limas
Purple Hull

Peas

1 599
$1899

20 Lb. Box $

20 Lb. Box

99
20 Lb. 9sw.,.$ 1 7

Cut

Corn

20 Lb.1Box $1479

Crowder

Peas

20 Lb. Box $1799

1946

100% Pure Ground Beef 1/4 lb. $

Patties

14 Lb. Box

Field

Wieners

$ 1 89
Lb

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

We Accept
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 750-1001
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray'
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Coming community events are listed
Tuesday,June 21
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Murray Moose Lodge will have
enrollment at 8 p.m. with officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
— — —. —
The Single's Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. For information call Pam at 759-1105. Ken
at 753-6935, Paul at 759-4415 or
Sarah at 753-0799.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade. Note change in
meeting place.

We're Glad
You Asked

WHO CAN HELP ME IF
DEATH OCCURS
AWAY-FROM.HOME?
When the death of a loved one
occurs away from home, call us
right away, even if it is long
distance, day or night. We can
help make arrangements for immediate care of the deceased,
quite possibly saving you considerably
in
duplicated
expenses.
If the services and burial will
take place at home, we will
make
arrangements
for
transportation and escorts back
to our funeral home, if that be
your wish.
If you prefer, we can make
provisions for burial at the location of death or elsewhere.
Through our affiliations with
funeral homes throughout the
country, we can help you make
the best and most logical arrangements. Often we know personally, funeral directors
.elsewhere in whom we place
great trust.
These services can include
use of funeral home, graveside
services, burial and transportation of the family, casket and
flowers to the gravesite. All arrangements are made exactly to
your desires, but we need to
know your wishes early in the
planning stages.
Should you ever be confronted
with a death away from home,
the only thing you need to
remember is to phone us, night
or day. We will serve you with
the same concern and care for
your comforts we are _Known for
right here at home.

Tuesday. June 21
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Centes of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
————
The Murray Quilt Lovers Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Library. The lesson, to be
given by Betty Taylor, will be on
the handkerchief quilt.
————
Wednesday,June 22
Carter Center Third Graders
will be featured on Murray
Cablevision, Channel 34. at 11 a.m.
— — ——
Summer Showcase will present
its program at 7:30 p.m. at The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
have its high school student
cookout and volleyball at Newman
Center.
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
————
All mission organizations of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
—*— — —
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Day Camp at 9730
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Klaymata Supper at 6 p.m.;
business meeting at 6:45 p.m.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
ALL SEATS S2 ';()

Wednesday,June 22
Wednesday.June 22
Vacation Bible Schools will be classroom of Murray-Calloway
as follows: Poplar Spring Baptist County Hospital.
Church at 9 a.m. for children and
————
at 6:30 p.m. for youth; St. John
National Scouting Museum will
Missionary Baptist Church at 10 be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
a.m.; Goshen United Methodist information call 762-3383.
Church at 6 p.m.; Memorial Bap————
tist Church at 9 a.m.
Events in Land Between the
————
Lakes will include Between Rivers
Ladies' events at Oaks Country and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
Club will include golf and bridge at 4 p.m.; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. and Basketmaking
————
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Ladies of Murray Country Club Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
will play golf at 9 a.m.
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
————
Center.
Murray Country Club will have
golf clinics for ages 8 to 11 at 9:30
Thersday,
- June 23
Humane Society of Calloway
a.m. and for 12 and up at 10:30
County will meet at 7 p.m. at
a.m.
Calloway Public Library. The
Events at Calloway County public is invited.
Public Library will include
————
Compassionate Parents' Group
Parents and Twos at 9:30 a.m. and
will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Story Hour at 10:30 a.m.
County Health Center to car pool
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2 to home of Hughes and Hilda
p.m. in third floor classroom of Bennett.
Murray -Calloway County
Vacation Bible Schools will be
Hospital.
as follows: Memorial Baptist
————
Bereavement Support Group Church at 9 a.m.; Poplar Spring
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor Baptist Church at 9 a.m. for
children and at 6:30 p.m. for

Tennis play on Thursclav
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Tuesday. June 21, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court i — Rainey Apperson, Peggy Billington, Martha Andrus and Jeannetta Williams; Court 2 — Georgianna Moffitt, Cindi Cohoon. Shirley
Homra and Carolyn Cunningham; Court 3 — Sharon Wells. Nancy
Whitmer, Marilyn Adkins and Brenda Marquardt.

Humane Society - will tiicct
The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday. June 23.
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. A special program will include recognition Of volunteers and a visit from the winner of the
Society's Most Pampered Pet Contest. Refreshments will be served and
a business meeting will follow at which election of officers for 198-,t9
will be held. "The Society is looking for willing volunteers who have
even a little time each week to spare. We hope that anyone interested in
any aspect of the society's work will come to the meeting and learn more
about what we do," said Janet Kenney, society president
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The .Air Crafter Service of Murray will hold an open house Sattirda
from 10 a.m. to 6 p m at the Murray-Calloway County Airport

,itigle.s• to Intact ThurNdat•
Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday. June 23 at 7 p m
third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital - Putting
Your Best Foot Forward" will be the theme of the discussion This group
provides fellowship. social events, personal growth and ai t eptance fur
single adults of all ages. whether never married, separated. divorced or
widowed. For information call Carol at 753-59s. Brenda at 753-2M3 ur
Glen at 435-4143

Parctit.' Group will incct
Compassionate Parents. Support Group w ill have a spei ial meeting 011
Thursday. June 23 The group will meet at Calloway County Health
Center at 7 p.m and then car pool to the home of Hughes and Hilda Bennett for the meeting. This group is for all persons who have lost a child or
young adult through sudden death
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Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Wednesday, June 22, at 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. The line-up is as
follows: Court 1 — Marilyn Adkins. Diane Buckingham. Cindy Cohoon
and Jo Crass: Court 2 — Carolyn Cunningham. Renee Wynn. Nancy
Haverstock and Alice Rouse: Court 3 Donna Keller, Kathy Kopperud.
Judy Mastera and Frankie McNutt; Court 4 — ‘'ickie Miller. Linda
Salley, Cheryl Whitacker and Sharon Wells. Substitutes will be Nancy
Whitmer, Marion Posey, Mug Rigsby. Pat Seiber, Tonda Thomas, Ann
Uddberg and Norma Frank.

Golf winners named
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Danny Woods, chairman of
Junior Golf at the Oaks Country
Club, announced the following
winners from June 16. Girls:
First Flight — Joy Roach, first;
Amy Perrin, second; Gena
Steeley.
Second Flight — Robin Dick, first;
Catrina Dick, second; Niki Dick,
third.

f2====ammairfin.,
For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

DOT SALE II
11 Marjorie andii
Selected Shoes
3Ø% & Purses U Bill Major 0
II 753-0880 il)l
! representing
Throughout the store
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American and

International
rave time

Third Flight — Tobi Winn, first;
Niki McMillian tied Stephanie Potter, second; Amy Klemencic.
third.
Boys:
First Flight — Michail Lovet,
first; Jason Farley, second; Mitchell Fike, third.
Second Flight — Brock Hammat,
first; Chris Hopkins, second; Billy
McMillan, third.
Third Flight — Chris Neale, first;
Chad Windsor, second; Willie
Wells. third.
Fourth Flight — Matt Perrin.
first; Russet Lencki, second;
Michael Galloway, third.
Fifth Flight — Brad Clendenan,
first; Heath Kraemer, second;
Greg Atkins, third.
Sixth Flight — Adam Meleon tied
Michael Winn for first, Meleon
won by putt off; Jarrod Lencki, second; Brett Childers, third.
Seventh Flight — John Farmer,.
first; Jake Thurmond tied Josh
Price for second.
Sixty-five participated in Junior
Golf which is held each Thursday
at 9 a.m.
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SPORT°
Where ttr sneakersum from.

Tennis & Athletic Shoes

,Ven,

Stop By and See our
Newly Remodeled Store!

$5 - $ 0
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Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.'
————
Industrial Development Task
Force of Purchase Area Development District will meet at 5:30
p.m. at PAAD office.
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Men's Stag Night will be at Oaks
Country Club with Virgil Dick,
Ned Galloway. Lennis Beane and
Mike Schroader in charge.
————
Playhouse in the Park will present "Guys and Dolls" at S p.m. at
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m at
Murray Country Club.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m at
Oaks Country Club

The Murray State University Student Alumni Association will hold a
car wash at Hardees in Murray on June 25, July 16 and August 6 from
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

NO PASSES

Hes Mon -Sat
9 30 to 8 00
Sunday I to 5

4

Olympic Plaza
- 759-4795

Thursday,June 23
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
&lading, First United Methodist
Church.
————
Life House Will have prayer
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St.
————
AA and Al.Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizen Center,
Benton.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center: Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 3 0 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850: LBL Wildlife at
230 p.m at Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m For
information call 762.33.3
————
Summer Showcase will present
its program at 730 p.m. at The
Stables. Curris Center. Murray
State University
————

DATEBOOK

Students plan car 1A- ishes
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We now carry

Thursday,June 23
youth; St. John Missionary Baptist Church at 10 a.m.
————
Health Express of. Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will not
make its runs to Dublin. and Bardwell today.
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An adviser could be somewhat
critical You're experiencing a career
roadblock teeday /clays may be
*quiiuntered Partnership matter, are
emphasized
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SCORPIO
wet 23 to Nos 211
Financial com•erns preeee copy you
as the day talons You may choose
time by yourself instead of a see eat
life now You're int!'ispective tonight
SAG rnARH'S'
(Nov 22 to lies 211
ffie
.As old pro( rastinating idiom( a
career matter Self weeps • upations
mars effectiveness See the greater
picture Partying in its could lead to
self indulgence

coE

( Apr 20 to May 20)
Extra expenses could arise in
ce inflection with children It may tw
hard to make a definite decision in
business today Be practical and
down tip-earth
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(De. 22 to Jan 19)
(May 21 to.lune 20)
You may be a bit withdrawn as the
tw a stalemate situation day begins Try not to dwell on the
with a romantic interest or a family past Expectations may be out of line
member today Try not to overspend in business Remember to te. practi
in the pursuit of a good time Money cal
coiltd step away
AQUARIUS

It could

CANCER
(June 21 to July 221

(Jan 20 to Feb 1mi

Pressures at work keep you busy
now . Try not to worry so much Curb
extravagance when it comes to that
party - - there's no need tee overdo it
LEO
(July 2;) U. Aug 22(
You may need to budget or eco
nomize now. Cut down on frivolous

It may be difficult to collect money
you're owed today A friend is hard to
pin down A travel plan may he poorly
conceived Too much LS indefinite
now
PISCES

ier/s.
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
slaw
t'oltaborative efforts :Aren't favored
in business in today Rely on your
expenditures. others pitch grandiose own efforts. Stay clear of dubious
scheme's. but take what IN said now investment schemes Be conserva
with a grain of salt. '
IRV
VIRGO
IF 114 )RN TODAY you are inventive,
sit nervous and a bit high-strung.
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
t'sually
You seem bogged down now with quite talented along creative lines,
domestic concerns. Problems may you need to overcome temperament
arise in connection with family to make the most of your abilities.
mennbers. You may spend too much You'll succeed in any line that
tonight Safeguard assets
measures up to your ideals. SelfLIBRA
discipline is a must for you. You have
(Sept. 23 to 0(1.22)
a good intuition which you should
You may feel others are trying to learn to trust. Rise above scepticism
run your life today. Morning hours and a tendency to be too sensitive.
are slow, but you accomplish a lot Birthdate of: Kris Kristofferson, sinlater in the day. Guard against an ger; Joseph Papp, producer. *and
excessive use of credit.
Meryl Streep, actress.

443-8000 Toll Free 1-800-592-3481
TANYA TUCKER
Saturday, June 25
8:30 PM & 10:30 PM
COMING SOON
RAY STEVENS
Friday, July 8 - 8:30 PM
Saturday. July 9- 8:30 PM
& 10:30 PM

Call for information on weekend specials

LIZELIO
With

Italian
Spaghetti Special
Oral Y
Gaffes Bread

Inside Dining Only

Salad 39
Free Refills On

911' SPECIAL FOR KIDS
1Nodnesdoy 11 AM.1OPM
You cool oast this well or home for this price

Drinks
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ON EDUCATION

Ntelissa Bivins, left, and Carina White, students in Mrs. Redick's
second-grade at East, dlacuss the techniques used in making a mask to
illustrate-the reading story "Looking at Masks." Melissa tells how she
made a band so the mask could be worn as a headdress to make a handheld mask.

oI ti titer rs honored

By MARJORIE GRAM'
East Calloway Elementary
School, with an enrollment of 469
students and 30 teachers. has had
exceptional parent involvement
for the 1987-61s school year One
hundred. eighty-one parents, have
actively participated in some
form of volunteer service to the
school this year
Jim Feltner, principal, spoke to
a group of volunteers and expressed his gratitude for the impact the
parents have had with the students
and how the total school program
had been strengthened by their involvement. One area of greatest
Impact was the new "Writing to
Read" IBM computer room,
which necessitated the use of
many adults to help the students
adjust and learn within the computerized classroom.
Cheryl Satterwhite, IBM instructor and volunteer, was commended for the good work done
with the program in its first year
of operation. Due to the many
adults involved with the program,
the transition was made smoother.
The IBM computer room is used
with the three kindergarten
classes and the three first grades.
Martha Riddle organized a monthly school newsletter which informed parents, teachers, and
students of events taking place.
Other volunteers helped organize
the yearbook and a yearbook signing party. The volunteers worked
at the annual book fair, conducted
In the school library, and helped
children select books they wished
to purchase. This activity was
organized by librarian Debbie
Ernestberger, but volunteers
strengthened the program and increased the participation by the
students.
Many parents were involved in
organizing and operating the Fall
Festival, an annual highlight for
festivities, visiting and fund raising. The volunteers showed their
appreciation to the teachers during the year by providing them
with a luncheon in their honor.
Volunteers also helped honor the
grandparents on their special day
at the school.
Without volunteers, many instructional and incentive hours
would be lost. The volunteers help
the classroom teachers in in-

dividual and small group settings.
They give assistapce in helping
the children at aide-own pace.
In his talk to the group. Feltner
emphasized the importance of
caring for children. The parents
involved with the program had
shown the strong desire they have
to give the children the best opportunities, education and awareness
of parents being involved in the
school and community in a
positive setting. He mentioned the
possibility of future child care services beyond the school day as a
benefit to parents needing the
service.
Feltner presented the
volunteers with certificates of
volunteer service in the area of
parent participation. After the
presentation, the parents were invited to visit the rooms, talk with
the teachers, and have
refreshments prepared by the lunchroom workers. The group was
served by fifth-grade students
MacRae Coleman and Melanie
Morris.

The kindergarten students in Marjorie Grady's class at East Calloway
County Elementary School are shown with their art display on the wall
behind them. During the year, the students are encouraged to use their
artistic abilities by expressing themselves with paint and brushes at the
an easel. Their paintings are then displayed in the classroom and
cafeteria of the school. The children are all eager to have their turn at
painting and watch for their work to be displayed. In kindergarten, the
children learn the eight main colors and work toward learning the color
words before they enter first grade. The art project conducted by the
kindergarten teachers is ongoing and involves every child.

Mrs. Rose's kindergarten students, left to right, Benjamin Stockwell, Inga Trimble, Heath Wrye,and Justin Roberts got to have a close look at
Desi, a young goat that lives on the Stahler farm in C'alloway ('ounty.
They learned more about the habits of goats and learned that Desi's
sister is named Lucy.

lAnda Parker. left, parent volunteer at East Callowav Elenientan is
pictured with students MacRae Coleman and Melanie NI orris, on the day
the v olunteers, were honored at the school.

East CalloIstiN

higierray Ledger 8r Times

Jason Presi.ott, left, shows part of his shell collection to Jason Todd,
- center. Brandon Sharp explains his rock collection and diorama of
Kindergarten students at East Calloway County Elementary School that
dinosaurs. Sharing interesting facts about collections was an exciting
might not live on a farm are still made aware of animals that live on
experience in the second -grade class at East.
farms. Brenda Ferguson, mother of student Danny Ferguson, visited
the kindergarten students and brought Desi,a baby African pigmy goat.
The students were permitted to touch Desi and learn more about him.
Shown here, left to right, are Tiffany Lassiter, Lacey Pittman, Jessica
Cunningham, and Michael Williams.

Kathy Cohen and Cathleen Laticker, along with Cassie the cat,
presented a program on pet care and handling to the third grade at East
Calloway Elementary School. Cohen and Laticker work with the
.Humane Society of('alloy County.

Jim Feltner, principal of East Calloway Elementary School. is shown in.
viting parent volunteers to the refreshments provided for them on their
day of being honored for the many hours of service they provided during
the l987-1114 school year. Shown with Feltner, left to right, are N yvonne
Rudolph, Susan Cunningham, and Debbie Hill.
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Nturray Independent School
District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the
staff of the Ledger and Times.
Please direct your questions and
comments about area public
schools to the Murray City Schools
753-1363 or the Calloway County
Public schools (753-2893).

Melissa Kivins, left. and Corina White, center, listen intently as Jean
Orr explains the eating, sleeping, exercising habits and duties involved
in caring for the finch. Mrs. Redick's second-grade class at East
Calloway had studied beaks and feet of birds and how each related to the
type of food and habitat.
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2 LARGE
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plus 2 toppings of your choice

plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza
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Strange ends wait at U.S. Open

Storrnv friendships

New champion dedicates win to father
By The Associated Press

BROOKLINE, Mass. — The waiting is over for
Curtis Strange.
On Monday, he settled two old scores by winning
his first major golf championship. the U.S. Open.
Now, he can put to rest the whispers that said he
wins money but not titles. And he can properly honor
the memory of his father, who died when he was 14.
"This is for my dad," Strange said. "That's all I
can say. I waited a long time to do this.
"I screwed up the 1985 Masters, and I was as disappointed as anyone. We don't have to bring that up.
though. We're supposed to be having fun here. But I
have been waiting a long time."
The 33-year-old Strange shot an even-par 71 over
the 7.010-yard course at The Country Club, beating
Nick Faldo of Britain by four strokes in an 18-hole
playoff. The end came when Faldo had two bogeys on
the four long. par-4 holes that start the back nine.
Although Strange managed to find only seven fairways while Faldo hit 12. Strange used just 26 putts.
including a 29-footer for birdie on No. 13 while Faldo
was bogeying the hole for a two-stroke swing.
"That was the turning point right there." Strange
said.
Strange was the PGA Tour's leading money winner in two of the past three years. setting records
both times. He had won two Tour events already this
season, and Hale Irwin called him the greatest
player in the game today.
Many other golfers agreed, but Jack Nicklaus.
winner of 20 major tournaments himself, said
Strange would have to prove it in one of the Grand
Slam events.
Strange almost did that in 1985, leading the
Masters going into the final nine holes. But he hit into
the water on both par-5s for bogeys. and Bernhard
Langer won. That may have been the low point of
Strange's career.
This certainly was the highest.

"You wait for a moment like this in your life, to be
able to tht,nkthe people who helped you through your
career," Strange said, tears glistening in his eyes
and his chin quivering with emotion.
Strange's father was a golf professional and owned
the White SandsCountry Club in Virginia Beach, Va.
He had Curtis golfing when he was 7.
Strange and Faldo wound up tied at 6-under-par
278 after 72 holes on Sunday, forcing an 18-hole
playoff, the format used by the U.S. Golf Association
for its Open championship. Strange saved par from a
trap at 18 on Sunday after bogeying the 17th hole by
three-putting from eight feet.
Strange was 1 under par on the front side and led
Faldo by one stroke going to the back nine, which
starts with four par-4s, all over 430 yards.
The two matched par on No. 10, and Faldo bogeyed
the 11th hole when he two-putted from eight feet.
Strange gave the stroke back on 12 when he bogeyed
from a greenside bunker.
The big swing came on 13. a 433-yarder. Faldo
three-putted from 40 feet after driving into the right
rough. Strange was on in two and birdied from 29
feet.
How much did that 29-footer mean?
"It meant a lot," Faldo said, "because he made
it."
Faldo birdied the 14th hole. a par-5, when he put his
second shot 35 feet past the pin and two-putted, pulling within one stroke.
Faldo gave back the stroke on 15 when he chipped
his third shot from one side of the green to the other
for a bogey. He missed a 15-foot birdie putt on the
par-3 16th and lost his final opportunity when he
bogeyed 17 after his second shot went past the green
into the short rough, putting Strange three strokes
ahead.
Faldo also bogeyed the 18th after the outcome was
already decided.

Greatness on the line when Lakers
square off with Pistons in Game 7
By The Associated Press

"If we win it, we will have earn- everyone we're going to repeat,"
ed our spot in the recent history of he said soon after the Lakers beat
basketball," Los Angeles center Boston for the title last year.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar said MonOn Monday, with his players
day. "We have been the dominant perhaps one day from acteam of the '80s and if we win, we complishing that, Riley said he
will have earned that made the statement to 'motivate
appreciation."
them.
The Lakers won three of the first
"If they ever really wanted to
seven titles this decade. But no accomplish something, it had to
team has repeated as champions come from back-to-back titles,"
since the 1969 Boston Celtics. After he said. "If that was the criteria
the Lakers won their fourth crown for greatness, then ... I think the
of the 1980s last year, Coach Pat players understand that."
Riley found an unusual way to try
He said his team's objective now
and break the streak.
is to win tonight's game at home.
He guaranteed the Ulcers would its goal is to win a world chamdo it.
pionship and its mission is
"I'm going to guarantee intangible.
"What that is," he said, "is what
we're playing for. Greatness."
The Lakers have won 10 titles,
five of them since moving from
Minneapolis in 1960.
The Pistons would be happy with
one.
They are in their first final since
they moved to Detroit in 1957 and
haven't won a championship since
they joined the NBA as the Ft.
753-6450
Ends
Wayne Pistons in 1948.
Mondayi
Viss411C4Iscovar
"I don't care about our fifth or
sixth (title I. All I want to win is
one," Detroit center Bill
Laimbeer said.
While the Lakers seek greater
glory, the Pistons feel they finally
are getting the, recognition they
deserve for a season in which they
became surprise finalists by
knocking off the Celtics in the
Eastern Conference finals.
•'IF
•••• no....••
"I don't think anybody's saying
we're a fluke now," Pistons' forward Adrian Dantley said.
Not after they took a 3-2 lead in
the series and not even after the
Lakers struggled to tie it with a
103-102 victory Sunday at the
Forum. The Pistons "thought we
*Does Not Track
had it" after they took a 102-99
•Dries in 3 Hours
lead with one minute left, Dantley
•5 Gal Pail
cash & u Hue;
said.
But they let it slip away, a lapse
that gained meaning Monday
when Thomas, their star guard,
said he was hoping for a miracle
6°x6'
so he could play tonight.

INGLEWOOD, Calif. — The
NBA's team of the '80s is playing
for more than just a title. The Los
Angeles Lakers are seeking a
special place in history and the
right to be called "great."
They say they will have neither
if they lose the decisive seventh
game of the NBA Finals tonight
against the Detroit Pistons —
whose star player, Isiah Thomas,
probably will miss the game with
a sprained ankle.
The Lakers can enhance their
decade of dominance and fulfill
their coach's guarantee of consecutive championships by denying Detroit its first crown.
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Reaching out with a handshake
and a smile is Memphis Storm
defender Tony Whicker (top
photo) as members of the
younger group of campers
receive their certificates and
souvenir posters during the
camp's final day. In photo at
right. Storm forward Darrin
Jones, who came to Murray's
camp last year as well, fields
questions from two of his young
charges during an evening session hi fundamentals on Mtn.ray State's intramural soccer
field. The camp was directed
by the Memphis Storm franchise and Murray State University and was conducted by
Storm players Whicker. Jones.
Rod Castro and Vincent Beck
as well as Calloway County soccer coach Kathy Newton and
MSU official Stan Key.
Staff plisses b Basle' T. Parker

Memphis Storm athletes bring
sunny outlook to soccer camp
There was little break from
the summer drought last week.
but local soccer players who attended the soccer camp at Murray State University had their
own private "Storm" to water
the ground for future local participation and success in the
growing sport.
The four members of the
Memphis Storm — Vincent
Beck, Rod Castro, Dan-in Jones
and Tony Whicker — were also
a refreshing change from the
usual sports heroes, who may
show up for a session or series
of lectures to account for their
billing on the camp's promotional material.
For the four riders of the
Storm, the camp was their
responsibility — as well as their
pleasure.
The Storm, defending champions of the American Indoor
Soccer Association, sponsor
and direct the summer soccer
camps within a reasonable
geographic distance from
Memphis. But the camps aren't
being offered as public relations opportunities for either
the Storm, the game or the
players.
"It's all to teach the kids,"
Whicker said, pointing out that
all the camps use professional
soccer players — possibly a few
top college players as well — to
handle the instruction. "Public
relations comes second; it's all

Sports
Wrangler
By Daniel
T. Parker
Asst. Sports /Altar

mainly to teach the kids." he
added.
'We're really helping
ourselves along with the kids,
said Jones, who came to the
camp for his second stay in the
Murray-Calloway area. Last
year Jones was one of the
Storm players to help out with
the canip located at the Bee
Springs Soccer field. this year's
switch to the Murray State
University campus was just
one indication of the growth of
the sport.
"We have excellent facilities
here." Jones said while 'the
group took a break, waiting for
the next group of campers to
come onto the field from their
dinner break in the campus'
Winslow cafeteria.
"Last year was just a day
camp," Jones added. "This
year is really super. We have
access to a pool. so the campers
can swim for relaxation,
everything is close at hand,
we're running an all-day camp
with enough free time to give

the 'kids the instruction they
need
'Kathy Calloway County
soccer coach Kathy Newton
has really done a super job
along with Stan Key %1St"
Director of Continuing Education ' Jones added They've
really helped us out a lot ••
If the improvement in conditions sounds like a success
story, so did the numbers of
enrollment.
When the Storm rolled Into
town for this year's camp. they
were greeted by a crowd that
represented a growth of over
200 percent. from 22 campers in
1987 to 75 in 1988. Perhaps the
most telling detail of that
noticeable statistic lies in the
fact that all 22 of the original
campers returned to this yeor's
affair.
"And we owe all that to barrin Jones," Castro'said.
Castro has had a taste of success himself, winning the
league's "Rookie of the
League honors while helping
the championship-bound Storm
compile a 16-8 record in the six
team AISA league last year.
During the off-season, the
Storm keeps its players on the
company payroll, so to speak.
by sponsoring the tour of summer camps. The Murray camp
represented the first of the
summer for the quartet, "so
Wont'd on page 7)

Local sports

Little League closes regular season; no-hitters thrown
Staff Report

Dennison-Hunt cruised to a 16-5
win over West Kentucky Insurance in Kentucky League action Monday as Jared Lencki tripled while going 3-for-4. Matt Perrin
was 3-for-3.
West Kentucky's Josh Emerson
doubled and tripled. w
Jaycees beat J.H. Churchill 104
behind Greg Miller's triple.
Mark Kendall and Adam
Meloan doubled in a losing cause.
ParlrLeague
Murray Lumber pounded Atkins
and Associates 21-9 as Drew
Wooldridge singled, doubled and

homered and Curtis Burkeen added a triple and two doubles.
Joshua Herndon singled, doubled
and tripled and Joluiathan Graves
doubled and singled twice. Brett
Armstrong and Shea Hudspeth
had three hits apiece, Shane Andrus doubled and singled and Tim'
Starks hit two singles. Andrew
Griffin doubled.
Atkins and Assoeiates' Jeremy
King doubled twice and singled
and Jeff Nix added a double to a
pair of singles. Seth Grogan tripled and singled and Charles Taylor
doubled and singled.
McKnight and Mountain Valley ,

Water battled to an 8-8 tie.
McKnight, which picked up three
runs in the final inning to deadlock
the affair. got a homer and double
from Matt Roberts and doubles
from Corey Sykes, Robbie Naulty,

Brad Jones and John Hodge.
Titus, Bennett and Jake Thur-'1
mond'tripled for Mountain Valley'
Water and Richie Jones added a
homer. Brandon Jones had three
(Cont'd on page 7)

Mr. Gatti's picks up 28-9 win
Mr. Gatti's blew past D&W Auto Stephanie Vanover had
four hits
Parts 28-9 in Upper Division soft- apiece and Catherine
Faughn and
ball Monday night as Shelly Donnis Stogner added
three hits
Rudolph went 4-for-5, including a each
homer, Toni Ford's 5-for-5 game
D&W's Leslie Loberger went
also included a homer and Ginger 4-for-4 and Angie Miller
2-for-3.
Billington lashed a homer as one
Derby beat Swift Roofing 19.14
of her four hits. Lori Dunn and (Cont'd on page 7)
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Memphis Storm athktes..
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(Coard from page 6)
were fresh and ready to go,"
Whicker said.
The players benefit from the
camp as well, they agreed, referring to the pleasures of working
with and teaching younger players
and interested adults while
feeding their love of the game
while the season is in abeyance.
"It turns into a full-year job,"
Jones noted.
The four Storm players hope
others will soon be sharing their
employment and enjoyment of
soccer. They are realistic in their
appraisal of the American taste
for sports — agreeing that soccer
will probably never challenge the
popularity of baseball, football
and basketball — but they are also
aware of the world-wide popularity of the sport.
"The United States is really the
last frontier," said Castro, pointing out that soccer is Numero Uno
in terms of world-wide popularity,
with more countries in FIFA
(Federation of International Football Associations), the
international-governing body of
the sport, than there are member
countries in the United Nations.
The "last frontier" may begin to
be settled soon if the United States
is successful in its bid to hold the
1904 World Cup games. "That
could be a big plus," Jones said.
"They American fans will get a
taste of the excitement European
or South American countries go
through when the World Cup
comes around."
On a less-worldly level, the
Storm players were also enthusiastic about the growth of
their own league and of grassroots support that is slowly growing within the confines of this
continent
The A1SA league has been
operating for five years, with the
Memphis franchise looking forward to its third yea'i of competition and defense of their 1987-88 title. That defense should be a little

tougher, the Storm players hope,
in 1988-89, as up to four new teams
may enter the league.
There is an important distinction to keep in mind when the word
"Indoor" is seen in the league
name, for indoor soccer is a game
oriented toward the fans, they
players said.
"The technique is the same but
the strategy is different," Castro
said of indoor soccer, noting that
the indoor version lends itself to
more-frequent scoring. "Indoor
soccer is set up for the fan," he
said. "It's back-and-forth, fastpaced action with more goals
scored."
The southern sports fan has
welcomed the Storm, making the
Memphis franchise the leagueleader in attendance during the
team's first year of operation and
keeping the attendance figures
around the 3200-4000 mark per
game last season.
"We have a certain crowd who
backs us," Whicker said, pointing
out that the Storm represents the
third soccer team Memphis has
seen as the sport tries to establish
an American grounding. "They
want to see soccer stay in Memphis — and winning it all last year
should help bring the crowd out
more," he said.
But until the training camp
begins in October, the only crowd
the Storm players will be worrying
about will be the numbers of young
faces awaiting soccer instruction
at their next camps.
The Storm players expressed
appreciation for the parents who
dove into soccer coaching with little or no prior experience or
knowledge of the game — —if they
hadn't, them wouldn't be a program in many cases." Whicker
noted-- but the lack of quality
coaching is one of the problem
areas involved with the youth
leagues.
That problem is being outweighed, however, by the growing enthusiasm for the sport. Castro said

Local golf
Murray Country Club will
hold its fifth aruival Kings and
Queens couples golf tournament Saturday and Sunday.
The first round gets away at
7:45 a.m.. on Saturday. Groups
of three couples each will start
at each tee box and each couple
will play a two-ball scramble.
A $60 entry fee per couple includes a practice round, dinner
and a dance. A $200 merchandise certificate and silver cup
will be presented to each flight
winner. Second places will be
worth $150, third places MO.
Fourth places $80 and fifth
places $60, There will also be
prizes .for longest drive and.
closest to the pin each day.
Pairings and starting times
of the event are:
kings said Ilawroas liteep
Itabirday
7.65 sew
- Eike Hobby•Itorthy. Miller Gary
•Della Clements Ray & Virginia
IA, -- Robinson Don • M Shuffett
lielenclos Ray•Pal . Berry Jerry & Janet
2'- Everett. Billy & Juin . Tuggle. Tom•
Sherry. Parker Gerald& Brenda
3, - Edwards. Cody • Omni*. Severna.
IlaVP a V*. Steely Howard•Freda
11A0 - Orr. Dick•Inuit. Sexton, Steve II
• Veneta. Ragland. Rick•Nancy
4, - Alexander. Doan•Karen. Dyer MI .
ly & Cindy. Nancy Dal*• Marie
51 - Jones. Mike a Sandra Pierce. Mike
•Cathy . Broach Terry•%Nilsen
60 - Elias. Don & Cathy. Neely Boyd &
Arm. Tate. Jimmy•Donna
7. - frGulinn Dean & Wanda Higdon. Kin
ton. Robert • Sherrie. Wallin. intim•
Beverly
o• - Fandrich. Mill& Nancy Steely. Kelly
•Connie. Darnell. Teddy a Cheryl
90 - Reed. Terry•Teresa Flurry. Bill &
Marie. Parke. Roden•Isobel
100 - Chaney. in.•Man., Oakley Joe &
Susanne, Boggess. Mickey S (Write
1)0 - McCann', Jerry & Ethelene Darnell
Prentice• Loy File Tommy & Tonya

131 - Dodd. HUI•Mickey. Legal. Paul•
Genevieve. Oliver. Max & Lbida
-Garland.Tim•Teresa. Wins'heete r
Donnie•Queen Sutter Lindy•C Caldwell
140 - Jackson Edward & Susanne
Burgers,. Tom • Martha . Allen Bo a
•
arters
is, - Stonecipher. Joe•Dena Kernp Hal
& Leslie. Gibson. Sonny & Queen
iii - Johnson Jerry•Roma . Fuller Hill
• Mary. Johnson James & lents
I4A - Aiesarstirr Onn 8.14nds Lamb Jw
Pat•Sue. Faster I tan & ipseen
17 - Barnett. J.)* a Jane Morgan •
•Jeanie. Brown Hob•Wanda
is - Hargrove Clayton
Vtcky iteed
Chaffee•Paulette . King Gene• Haled
EN p.m
I - Hein. Mack• Mary 'winner. 11167
Sisal. Bill•Polly. Berry. Bob
Queen
IA - McLeary Jerry & Vicky Tanum.
Johan •.
1 Singleton Newcomb Monty &
Melissa
2, - ttingfulm Solsell • Lute. Crider
hand & Jane Hrundure. Woody & Faye
3 - Robinson
& Shelby Morgan
Lamb. Jimmy & Sherri. Haywood. Piste
Anti.
IA , - Rayburn Tony•Kathie Villanovs
Ras•Diane. Thome'. Tony & Tonda
4. - Cahoon Vernon & Billy. Lassiter
James• Marie. Gibbs. Dwain•Sherry
5, - %loaders'. Granville•Jane Griffin.
Sam•Eleanor. Hunter. Hal & Mary
6, - Ems Fred a Peggy Robinson Jim
& Millie. Tacker Mar & 110w,.
7,"- Brewer. Delmar & Marlene Park,J IP •Laura. Fort Darrell
Vicky
11, - Hammon', John• Cheryl. /lento,.
Guy•Kay. Hinrichs. Charles & Shirley
9'- Miller Tim•Patsy. Stewart.(-Tad &
Betty. Adkins Clyde & Marilyn
101 Jones Trent•Velvet. Sullivan. Lynn
•Kasha. Park Alan• Mary Jane
I - Jones Sam & Jo Beth. Larkin. Joe
& Maeutel. Solomon. Todd•Kelly
12 - Swisher Bob•Hods. nearest. Joe
• Lisa. Miller Kick & J Howe
- 12A - Lamkin Rick •queen. Larrilkir,
Comely•Connie. Wear. Hugh & Donna
131 - Barnett Bob& Shelba. Roberta. 14111
▪ Acts. Stone. Gerald•Sue
140 - Spiceland Sam•
Lowry. How.
Red a Meredith. Gingiva Johnny•J Gibbs
14A0 - Solomon. Jim•Beverly. Farmer.
Jerry• Martha. Puckett. Dave & Martha
IS)- Dwun,aMrl.saVIrØlla. McKehry.
Fred & Helen. Steel. Steve & Virginia
160 - ice. Charlie & Martha. Smiddy Jack
•Pal. Definer. Bob & Robbie
16A - Scott. Randy
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Chuck•Donna. London. Jack & Sarah
- Howard. Pal & Virginia. Jackson.
Charles•Hilda. Johneon. R.0 •Venetia'
It 1 - Concision. horsily•Darla. Campbell.
Roy• Donna. Pyle Larry a Jean

there are currently more colleges trek to Memphis for
Storm home
fielding soccer teams than there games. Chances are
slim for the
are football teams and added that, Storm to pick up
any superstar
while high school soccer has yet to players out of the camps.
reach such numbers, "the more
But the Storm foursome was
camps we do, the more kids that
seeming
unconcerned about such
begin or continue playing . . . the
matters. They may not be regardmore pressure there is going to be
on schools to have a soccer ed as professional athletes by
some fans who misunderstand the
program."
And that's known as a Storm sport or who have been led to expect a certain style of behavior
warning.
from
pro athletes.
•••
I didn't hang around the soccer
The attendance figures of
3200-4000 per game are laughable camp all week long, but what I did
when itacked up against the col- see of it Thursday evening and
ossal crowds packed into major- Friday morning made me jealous
league baseball or NFL football of the Storm players. They engames. While I didn't ask for joyed working with the kids and
dollar figures on salaries, I'm sure the kids enjoyed working with the
Storm. The players were following
that Beck, Castro, Jones and
Whicker together make less than a the profession they love — playing
Cy Young-winning pitcher or soccer — while giving something
Super Bowl quarterback. I haven't of themselves to strwers, and
receiving an intangiblt something
seens, too many indoor soccer
players lending their faces to in return.
cereal boxes or razor blade ads.
I hope success comes to soccer
The four players' participation and to the Storm. And I hope it
in Murray State's camps won't doesn't change their obvious enchange that, nor will it spur many joyment of their game and the
area farm to make the 2 1,6 hour people they're helping attract
to it

Little League...
(Cont'd from page 6)
hits and David Perlow and Jerad
Morris had two hits apiece.
Little League
D&W Auto Parts closed its
regular season with a 21-19 win
over Hutson as Jeremy Latimer
hit for the cycle with a single, double, triple and inside-the-park
home run.
Andy Gupton added two hits, including a home run over the fence,
while Adam Grogan had three
hits, including a triple, and Eric
Baker had two hits with a triple.
Jonathan Reed homered over
the fence and added two more hits
for Hutson while Devin Jones and
Mitchell McClain each doubled
and singled.
Jr. Babe Ruth
Corn-Austin topped Hawaiian
Tropic 10-2 as Mike Kelso threw a
no-hitter. Lucas Denhart singled
and doubled and Allen Rayburn
picked up two hits and two RBI.
Darryl Eldridge and Billy Jack
Haskins added two singles each.

GMC bOUBLE
CASH•IN*!!
(Trucks-Trailers-Buses Discount
Makes A Triple Play)
Call 1-800-672-6673 For Details
On GMC Direct Customer Rebate

dhirgratuumal
11.

1988 GMC $15 Jimmy 144 Demo. Loaded with optiona' equipmen! ncluckng
sunroof $1100 value pkg Discount plus
alt other •ebales and
ahowances including
$1250 cash Fantast,c buy Blue on clue

Taco John's beat People's Bank
11-1 as Doug Payne tossed a nohitter. Tony Patrick singled and
hit an inside-the-park homer, Joey
Bazzell doubled and tripled and
Brian McClard tripled.

•

SCOREBOARD

AILERS

46,

Mr. Gatti's•••

(Conf'd from page 6)
behind homers from P.J. Chadwick and Betsy Whitfield. Christy
Darnell was 4-for-5, Tyra Gamble
and Leslie Weatherford 4-tor4and
April Haneline and Stacie
Williams had three hits each.
Swift's Tonya Hughes had two
hits and Amanda Edwards
homered.
Swift Roofing came back to
knock off Allison Photography 15-4
as Cynthia Garland used a grand
slam and two other hits to gather
six RBI. Edwards gathered four
RBI on a pair of hits and Hughes
went 3-for-3.
Allison's Jennifer Parker
homered and Dina Fail doubled.

•..2r: th.„

Jimmy.

1998 GMC
Beautiful wheat and
dark blue 4 3 V-6 (Jeep tinted glass ATT
4h2:FM,IST/CASfCLK Has all the comfort
teatures for everyth.ng from towing you'
roar to an e.ega,-- e.r,^ ng

19138 GMC 1.3 Liter S-15 Jimmy. u..•
fed & silver top Or the , f"‘e ri rnm & eat,lpment Big package o' f'ee edu prhert on
a fuy ioaclea 6.4

75.2-fT721rV eleirSr:TRAILER

-14
'•••

1988 GMC S-15 Jimmy 4.4

1988 GMC S-15 444 Short Bad Pickup.
V-6 All A/C dark b,ue blue odfn belch
seal Ffee eau pment package & cash too

75."37.2
lb • AP

&,
..e acla 9C, -eta•
'IC.
alumir,m whee s C3of-keyeid
•
:dicker panels spec,a.
WIM rich learn,.
& suede sea!

TRUCKS -TRAILER

The Insurance Center
of Murray

,

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

Baseball
AMILItit ith LEAGUE
East Dhiellen
V.
I. Pet. GB
1 tetrral
41
26
612
/Sea York
40 26
606
•
(leseland
39 29
574
214
Milwaukee
36 33
522 6
Hoston
A.1
7
32
509
Toronto
:44
36
496 614
Halt'more
1" 50
266 23%
Nest Oh Wine
le
I. Pet.
Oakland
41
25
632
Minnesota
37 29
561
KAllSaF
36 .33
572
T.am
33 35
445
Chit ago
30 37
446
California
29 40
430
Sratlir
29 44
371

1988 GMC Siorra Classic Pickup. ..t,g•
bed 4.4 350 V-8 ER engine write and
brandy wine Special consume, casr
rebates excluslve to GMC aDay Fot Sno,1
time 4-speed a..tomatic 34 ga tan', LT
225/751316 tires Plus iOtS
e.!'as

1988 °MC Eat. Cal' (roil Pickup in
Sierra Ctass c
"Att. AC & lots
60‘..w
0' ext,aS Rec.

758 /372 T ti
UCK S -IR AR

•ATM% Al,LEAGUE
Last Division
• L Pct.
Nee York
43 24
642
Pittsburgh
35 30
55a
Chicago "
36 31
537
St Louis
34
500
34
Montreal
32 35
476
Philadelphia
29 37
439
West Divisiaa
14
I. Pct.
LA,. Angeles
Si' 29
567
Houston
36 32
529
Cincinnati
33 35
4X5
San Francisco
33 35
465
San Diego
30 40 429
Alienist
23 43
346

GB
514
7
9%
11
13%
GB
2%
5%
914
14%

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

4411
•

41

2-1141815-15
4x4,solid white A 28
EFI V-6 & a 4 3 EFI V-6 Demos' Less than
6 000 miles tud factory warranties
thousands of (Jo. s ri real savings' Fully
loaded

1988 S-15 WC bro.- Peal appte -e:
4.4 VM AT AC ca'rh ne ClO1'
'000 LB payload Demo 6iikh

savings

41

753-8355
hiss(MAC Safari SET 7-Pass. Van.' •

1988 S-15 Jimmy 4,14
Package Plea
S vet de,
-Optiona
orrent speca r'•
decor 51 250 n cash 'etates tot a
'

V-6 AT PS PB A/C tot power
& windows LutLeh touring model alum
wheels much Inure Midnite Blue

V -t

miris72IP UCKS

eau

I

WMPI•

Slip Into
Something Comfortable

1988 GMC S-15 Jimmy 141 Sierra
stee• gray ER v-6 A power windows locks tailgate te
AM FMST!CASCLK
'00 n t-ee
tons plus $12'..,7 rr rebates nc Cu.

Classic in

Inventory
Turnover Sale.
•,ntbtiC
1988 GMC /
1
2 Tor, 1',
,4.4SIC
.941ST,C AS.
V'S
Clock Demo ow low rmteS Value okg
Discount plus Cash Pack C,'eat huh at me
end of the mode build Soc white

,rn wheels

All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY

All Inventory
5%
Over Invoice!

RSDUCEDI

¶988 GMC S-15 Ext. Cab Pickup. Se-'a
in 4.3•69 Blue metallic &
FA v-6 S I Al.' Do.s44'
•i

hacks Marty o:NY art uns hh.!.
pahooari Fr04•
"
al

o a

ti

Ata

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
now thru June 30 as we close out the 1988 inventory!
Model
60 lam
Rear Rider
80 se

Our New-SOFTUB
Featuring
4 person capacity • 6" thick insulating foam
Luxurious and.sr9remely durable rnariqe vinyl liner
-6" thiCk Insulating cover (gtralS the unit like a- ebrK1
Can be easily rolled on its side • Indoor & Outdoor
Use
Can be used In virtually any weather.

Murray Hot Tubs
115 So. 13th St.

753-3492

HP
0

List

Price

Clermont*

'1211

•86111

.1495

'10117

List Prin. Clearance

WSW
446 Hydrre
Garden Tractor

16

157164

'4295

444 Hydriv•
Orridan Tractor

le

15364

'3895

114YT Vied
'Tuxtla

14(IC)'2640

'1710

116rT Yard
Tractor

224 *pine
Gorden Tractor

14

14750

3995

16(IC)"2922

'19110

220 Hybl.?
Garden Tractor

10

'3650

9095

"Ingersoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.

Plda..nweetar deck
p.
with any purchase

Ingersoll

ME

McKee) Equipment Co., Inc.

503 Walnut Skeet, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

,
11188 S-15 Pickup, ton.
,
C as
With slg st• Dng
AT AL Sly 4.41
,
f s ft H
Me work,
t' Payload ht—t• • A
re•

blue

'Factory Celebration Cash-In Plus Drect Custon'e:
ere are
constraints and amounts vary Rebates do not aoo 'u some unit'

TRUCKS§TRAILERSeBUSES Inc'
8:00-5:30 M-F, 8:00-Noon Sat. 502-753-1372
N'urray, Ky.(3 min. So. on 641)
Jac& Foley - Ben Nix - Don McCord
A

40%
eriV

THE Mt /CRAY LEDGER & T1MEs

Jt Nit: 21, i9a4
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OBITUARIES

Kids. Need to Know
Donald
Dulaney

It's Normal to
Feel Confused

Graveside services for Donald
Dulaney were held today at 11
a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery
with the Rev. Nowell Bingham
officiating.
Mr. Dulaney, 73, of Prescott,
Ariz.. formerly of Murray. died
Thursday at the LasFuenties Care
Center in Prescott. Ariz.
Survivors are one daughter,
Debra Ferris, Phoenix. Ariz.: two
sons. Dennis Dulaney. Cave
Creek, .Ariz., and Daryl Dulaney,
Prescott, Ariz.: and two
grandchildren.
J.H. Cliurchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.

By Abigail Van Buren
ABBY Our e1li LeY el
' lcation Week cc cuts art behind
• but I want to thank you for
ug the tont and effort to send
students a personal bit it advice
how to renew pi.sitive attitiides
sard themselves and theIr school
print-it:al read Itoyer the.!,• address system . and as I
oyed through the building.. I was
•
much impressed w:th how
:Affix:. the students were.
old y.“11 please consider pub.
• ng that message in your widely
t.cited column? It deserves a
- .11;i1 audience.
BARFiAliA
CIIES.1l'EAKE BAY

improvement. hut always ac- and no one inentums Ivo.% much it
cost. If there's a party: the gift is
centuate the positive.
opened and xve all see it. hut we
Good luck'. — ABBY
never see the bill.
lVould 1 be out of line if I asked the
PEAR ABBY 11cc L.oe. ;i mother
handle hurt feelings w hen a 4.1 - collector to show us the hill? Please
year-old son doesn't remember print this. Abby. There must be
Mother's Day or her last birthday.? many- other offices where this is
There have been no misunder going,on..lust sign me ...
l'E'IsTY RIP-OFT
standings • or hard feelings, as We'
both live in different states and
DEAH Hi 13-OFF: When collechave for the past several years. I
visit the grown children once. a year, tions are made, the collector
and he and his family seem happy usually circulates the hill
to see nit', but there's very little among the contributors, and if
correspondence during the year this is not done in your office,
except an occasional note, and that it's time to suggest it.
•
is always from his wife.
SCH00I..
Maybe I failed him as a mother
pAsmiENA. Mui somewhere along
the line?
FEELING HURT
DEAR MS. %ELLEN': With
:,leasure:
DEAR Ht'HT: You haven't
The years between 10 and 15 failed him as a
mother; he failed
,.re indeed filled with self- you as a son. While
Pri( es as of to a.m.
thoughtlessdoubts, confusion. excitement ness is not a
+12.12
1:oo0ear
cardinal sin, it can Industrial %%era LT
653„ um.
:it'd energy.
21104.3.93
be painful. Perhaps you can Prey ions (lose'
1.41.‘1.
Hsi, .3.
if you want to help students nudge
him without needling Air Product.
473,
Inger...oil Rand
4t3,
r-new a positive attitude to- him by sending him
( la.. A
231 4R 251 ;
Jerrie-c,
this letter.
.
i51:It 153,A
ard themselves and their
AT&T
267 .,
1 ,.
hrnart
343, .1,
hool, let them know that ...
DEAR ABBY In our office. Briggs A stratton
4
1
33
hroger
351:
THEY ARE NORMAL!
someone is always collecting for a Chrysler
243 uric
JCPenney
49
All kids are filled with self- birthday,
wedding. baby or get-well t's‘ corp
2 1 2 •1 4
Penwalt
'1111„
.'oubts, insecurities — and not a
gi-ft for one person or another. I Dean F011(1%
261 4 unc
33I 2 I I 4
envy because there will
have always been more than happy Dollar to.n. *store,
411
Quaker Oat.
kV ass be someone in the class
141: - 1
to participate because, I know when Exxon
461. une
361 2 o
is brighter, more popular. we
all go in together, we can buy one Ford
33
521-4
Texaco
Iler, shorter, thinner, fatter,
17
gift that will be extra nice.
ims•
4'-F'Corp
4/41 4 •30
her, smarter and more likely
Time Inc.
The- amount we each pay varies
succeed.
General Motors
I .S.Tobac
2V, • I,
Tffi 2 unc
from $2 to $1,7) per person. NI)VC my
I say. Don't sweat it. Just do
19 'inc
Nal-Mart
291! un3
complaint: On one occasii n. we sent GenCorp. Inc.
:
best you can. Thank the
545,1 +
C.E.F. Yield
6.311
a get-well floral arrangement. I Goodrich
.,cod Lord that you have as
happen
know
to
it
cost
$19.9.
—any good qualities as you do
414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON
lye. and don't worry about delivered. and S2T, was collected. So
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
what
happened
to
the
leftover
hat you don't have. Go for
0.")? We are never show n the bill.
753-3366
PAT GOSSum

Stock Market

III

tta
STOCK
LIQUIDOTICIti

The funeral for Mrs. LaRue
Bizzell will be today at 3:30 p.m. in
the chape of the Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev, Don
Faulkner and the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Futrell,
Barry Futrell, Michael Haley,
Brad Haley, Jimmy Crouse and
Kim Riddle, grandsons and
grandsons-in-law. Burial - will
follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mrs Bizzell. 74. died Sunday at

Mrs. Mildred Stevenson Lee
died Friday at her home in Tampa, Fla. Memorial services were
held Monday at the First Christian
Church in Tampa. Fla.
Born in La Center. she was the
daughter of the late Mack Sherrill
Stevenson and Mattie Fauntleroy
Stevenson.
Mrs. Lee was preceded in death
by her husband. Richard Lee. She
was a sister of the late Mrs. Martha Carter of Murray and the late
Mrs. Elizabeth Crossland of
Hamlin.
She is survived by two sisters,

Daron

Services for Daron Ewell Mac
McCutcheon were Monday at 3
p m at Grace Episcopal Church,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Stephen
Holmgren officiated.
Pallbearers were Dean Lyons.
Don Stephan. Rainey Raynolds.
Bob Cockroft, David Hessing and
Tony Meyer. Burial was in
Maplewood Cemetery. Paris, with
Ridgeway Morticians in charge of
arrangements.

Pay No ('ommisaloas
4 month 7.3.
,
„
510.0011 minimum deposit
I :tear 7.7"'„
45.400 minimum deposit
2 -year 11.15‘"„
.$5,000 minimum deposit
year LS'''.
45.44) minimum deposit
5 year 11.7•:,
45.000 minimum deposit

Famous Maker

Famous Maker

LIVIING ROOM

RECLINER

YOUTH BEDROOM
Complete
Headboard
Chest
Dresser
Mirror

4

Pieces

5-Piece Wood

RUGGED WOOD

BUNK BED

LIVING ROOM SUITE
•Sofa
•Chair
•2 End
Tables IP
•Cocktail
Table

299

Victorian Brass

3-Pc. Wood

Brass and Glass

DAY BED

DINETTE

DINETTE
Table
and 4
Chairs
RTA

Victorian Brass

LAMPS
Entire
Stock
on
Sale •
off as
low as

it Will
Pay You
To Drive
Miles
To This
Sale

HALL TREE
Entire
Stock on
Sale As
low As

Large
Tall
Beautiful

STUDENT
DESK

FREE FINANCING FOR
90 DAYS—UP TO 36
MONTHS TO PAY—
CHECK OR CASH

14
$49
4-Drawer

CHEST

Full 4
ft. wide
Choice Of
Finish

YOU DON'T
YEED CASH

STORE
HOURS
ON THE WEST SIDE OF WARD ELKINS ON THE
SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN

MURRAY, KY 753-4872 I

Mrs. Shelton Scott, El Paso.
Texas, and Mrs. Anne Beckwith of
Palm Desert. Calif.; one
daughter. Mrs. Diane Kempker;
two sons. Mack Lee and Dick Lee.
all of Tampa. Fla. Seven nieces
and nephews also survive, including Mrs. Carolyn Reagan of
Murray. and John Mack Carter of
Bronxville, N.Y.
Mrs. Lee was a former resident
of Bowling Green and more
recently lived in the Hamlin area
at her home on Kentucky Lake
duting the summers.

E. MeCutcheon

Insured
(;ertili(-ates
tit" I )(1,4 )sit

RECLINER

She is survived by 'three
daughters, Mrs. James (Ruby)
Moody, Betty Bizzell and Joyce
Haley, all of Murray; two sisters,Mrs. Tennie Colston, Murray; and
Mrs. Mary Skellian, Cleveland,
Miss.; one brother, Roosevelt
Mathis. Alrno; seven grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Mildred Stevenson Lee

CARROLLTON. K
AP* —
Carroll Circuit Judge Charles Satterwhite has denied a prosecution
request to see Larry Mahoney's
psychiatric records — Information
which a prosecutor said he considers critical to his case.
•'We're looking for anything that
might be relative to his state of
mind and intent," prosecutor Paul
Richwalsky. an assistant attorney
general. said in court Monday
Richwalsky suggested that Satterwhite privately review the
records and decide what can and
cannot be released. but Satterwhite declined, ruling that the

ft

MATTRESS OR
FOUNDATION

West View Nursing Home in Murray. Her husband, Boyd Bizzell,
died Oct. 22, 1977.

member of local and state
Masonic bodies.
Born Sept. 15, 1918. in Calloway
County. he was the son of the late
George T McCutcheon Sr. who
died in 1967 and Ada McCuiston
McCutcheon who died in 1944.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Carolyn Russell McCutcheon. to
whom he was married on June 23.
1940; two daughters, Mrs Russell
Edie Henley. Memphis. and
Mrs. Andy tAnni Broach. Paris;
two sons. Torn McCutcheon,
Camden. Tenn.. and Gene McCutcheon, Paducah, one sister, Mrs
Virginia Smith. Decatur. Ala., one
brother, Charles McCutcheon.
Paris: nine grandchildren
Preceding him in death were
two brothers. George T McCutcheon Jr. in 1961 and Earon McClitcheon in 1977

Judge denies prosecution
plea for Mahoney,s records

6:ess\*A

$

Mrs. LaRue BizzelL

The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
dohations to the K.T. Eye Foundation or the Cancer Society.
Mr McCutcheon, 69. Paris, died
Saturday morning at Methodist
Central Hospital. Memphis. Tenn.
He was co-owner of the old Russell
Pharmacy. Paris, for more than
30 years and a long-time active
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psychiatric records will remain
private.
Mahoney is at the Kentucky Correctional Psychiatnc Center near
La Grange. where he is being
evaluated to see if he is competent
for trial.
He Is charged with 27 counts of
capital murder for a May 14 crash
on Interstate 71 near Carrollton
Mahoney, 33, of Worthville. was
allegedly dnving drunk when his
pickup truck, traveling the wrong
way on the interstate, collided
with a Radcliff church bus. killing
23 teen-agers and three adults.
Attorney General Fred Cowan
appointed Richwalsky to prosecute the Mahoney case and present it to Carroll County grand
jurors. The grand jury is expected
to indict Mahoney, but Richwalsky
has not yet determined whether he
will pursue the death penalty.
Attorneys for Mahoney on Monday complained that Richwalsky
had obtained some of Mahoney's
medical records before the court
hearing.
Richwalsky said he filed a motion two weeks ago asking the
court to order that Mahoney's
medical and psychiatric records
be released. Russell Baldani, a
Lexington attorney who
represents Mahoney, said he talked with Richwalsky by telephone
at that time, and understood from
their conversation that the motion
would be heard in court before any
records were released.
Kentucky State Police, •
however, picked up the medical
records at Humana Hospital.
Universityof Louisville that day.
Baldani said, and delivered them
to Richwalsky. Baldani said
releasing any of the records
violates Mahoney's rights to
privacy, to a fair trial and to due
process.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY la
SIRVIC4 PARTS

1985 GMC Jimmy 4X4, Red auto,
air. AM,FM casselt
'10,800

641 South
Murray
733.2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Fresh flowers add beauty,
graciousness to any home
including nation's home
By BARBARA MA VEX
AP Newsfeatures
Fresh flowers add graciousness
and beauty to any home. At the
White House — the nation's home
— they are always on display. ,
To create the arrangements, as
well as to provide flowers for state
occasions and for the private
residential quarters, an onpremises flower shop operates
seven days a week.
"We rotate so someone is
always there, even on weekends,"
says Nancy Clarke, White House
chief florist. Her staff includes
four fulltime and six parttime
designers, as well as volunteers
who come to help especially
around Christmas when the
florists make wreaths for each
window in the White House, as
well as other seasonal
decorations.
Clarke says President and Mrs.
Reagan enjoy flowers and that
Mrs. Reagan has a preference for
pastel color arrangements.
Though the first lady rarely visits
the flower area — a series of small
pantry-like rooms in the White
House — she pays close attention
to table decorations for state
occasions.
"Before each state dinner we
have a dress rehearsal We arrange a table exactly as it would
look for the event to be sure it is
perfect." she said.
Surprisingly perhaps, pastel colored arrangements look best with
the red and ivory Reagan china
';An arrangement Mrs. Reagan
loves combines lilies of the valley
and lilacs.' according to Clarke
There are some traditions
associated with selecting and arranging flowers at the White
House. "I use only fresh flowers.
never dried or silk The emphasis
Is on natural arrangements — no
dyed flowers.'
Flowers are not wired, nor are
props used. The preference is for
using only the natural foliage of
the flowers themselves 4.
Flower pare benign and one can
imagine few mishaps involving
them. One that could happen,
however, would be to use flowers
that might in some subtle way insult guests That's why yellow
flowers and white flowers, which
are associated with funerals and
death in many countries in South
America and the Far East. aren't
used when citizens of these countries come to the White House.
Another potential embarrassment could be the appearance of
uninvited bugs. Once, for example. Clarke used zinnias from the
garden in table arrangements Unfortunately, a few spiders
remained.
To minimize chances for an
uninvited bug. Clarke says she
usually gets a cardboard box with
a lid large enough to hold the
flowers.
"Spray the box. then put the
flowers in for a few minutes and
close it. The bugs will fall into the

box and not on your table arrangement," she said.
She matches the floral arrangement to the colors in the china and
tablecloth. A number of different
china patterns are used, including
the Wilson, Truman and Reagan
china and the Johnson china, since
each of these services is large
enough to accommodate large
groups.
The Wilson, Truman and
Reagan china are quite similar.
All three were made by Lenox
China and feature 24-karat gold
and colored bands (dark blue for
Wilson, green for Truman and red
for Reagan as well as the
presidential seal in gold in the
center of the service plate and cup
and on the rim of the other plates.
The Johnson china has a floral pattern composed of all the state
flowers.
A favorite White House flower
arrangement you can duplicate at
home for a formal occasion is a
mix of pastel roses — pink, yellow,
white, cream, peach and
maidenhair fern. For an informal
event, such as a luncheon, Clarke
suggested a red, white and pink
combination, such as red gerbera
and tulips, white snapdragons and
freesia and pink roses and lilies.
How does one become a White
House florist? She became one
after reading about the opportunity in a professional publication.
"That's how I started in 1978. I
heard about it through the
grapevine, called and said I was
willing to volunteer." recounted
Clarke, who is 42, lives in a suburb
of Washington and is a native of
Peoria, Ill. She eventually succeede=elating chief florist.
''It'
nderful job. It is very
exciting to be where things are
happening. You can go home and
see it on the news that night:" she
said, even though working hours
are apt to be long, especially when
one of the numerous special occasions occurs.
Clarke said she hopes to stay on
in the new administration. White
House staff jobs are nonpolitical
and in most cases do not terminate
with an outgoing chief executive's
tenure.
Here are some tips from Clarke:
— Take a saucer and a napkin
that matches your tablecloth to
the florist when selecting flowers.
— Use light colors or white at
night or if the arrangement will be
seen from a distance. Dark colors
register as black.
— The easiest arrangements are
of a single flower. When mixing
colors, repeat each color range
chosen in at least two different
kinds of flowers for a softer look.
— Pick garden flowers early in
the morning and choose those with
pale centers that are not quite fully developed.
— Proportion the arrangement
to the container size. Plan on an
arrangement that is Pa to 2%
times the height of the container.
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tills IS AN ECONOMY HOUSE tailored for a large family. It has three
bedrooms on the first floor and expansion space on the second for two more
bedrooms. Plan HA I 474C has 1,316 square feet on the first floor and 804 on the
seLopd. For more information write -- enclosing a stamped, self-addressed.
&metope
to architect William G. Chirgotis, 37 Mountain Ave., Springfield,
07081

Emery paper ideal for use
on stainless steel projects
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am working on a stainless
steel project. I want to bring the
steel to a high polish. Is there any
special sandpaper that will work
well on this metal?
A. — Emery paper once was
considered ideal for metal, but
aluminum oxide has special properties that make it ideal for
stainless steel.
Q — Some of the clapboard on
the side of our house has started to
deteriorate. Can the bad boards be
removed or must an entire wall be
done at the same time?
A — No need to remove any
clapboards still in good shape.
Your biggest problem, when
removing damaged pieces of
wood, is to be extra careful so as
not to dig into the building paper
or board beneath the top pieces.
Q. — I had a flower vase on a

coffee table for several months. I
did not realize there was a leak in
the vise. As a result, there is a
deep black ring on the wooden surface. Can this be treated without
removing the entire table top
finish?
A. — Afraid not. No matter the
type of finish, a black spot usually
means the water has penetrated
deeply. The only solution is to
refinish the top completely.
Q. — I saw some furniture with
what appeared to be a wrinkled
finish that was rather interesting.
How is this produced?
A. --'- Wrinkled finishes occur
when a heavy finish is applied so it
begins to wrinkle. As soon as this
takes place, the finished piece is
placed in a special oven and, by
careful manipulation of the heat
controls, has the wrinkles baked in
place. It is a special process that
should not be attempted by anyone
without the skill and experience.

Great Buys for
the Handyman

999

Putyourself
in these shoes.

PAGIF

19" Tool Box

Jigsaw with 7 Pc.Blade Sat

Sturdy flat-top design with
handy lift-out tray. Lockable
089217 6314443

2 speed Use auto-scrolling
or use as a regular jigsaw.
*7571G 1111-2291

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If awards for collecting persistence were given, Dr. Virginia
R.,Grace should get one.
During the past 60 years, Grace
has amassed and studied hundreds of thousands of shards of the
ancient pottery vessels known as
transport amphoras.
The amphoras are kept at ,the
American School of Classical
Studies in Athens, Greece, where
she has been working for almost 60
of her 87 years to translate the raw
data into a system which identifies
the amphoras geographically and
by date.
Currently, under her tutelage,
classical archaeologists are
transferring these records to computers to make them more accessible and easier to store and
care for. A benefit held in New
York recently raised funds for the
work which is being carried out by
Carolyn G. Koehler, an archaeologist at the University of
Maryland, and Phillippa M. W.
Matheson of the University of
Toronto.
The ancient containers — probably the first water-tight vessels
were used in the Grecian wine
trade and to transport other liquid
and semi-liquid foods such as
olives and olive oil, preserved fish
and figs for three millennia from
their invention in the Late Bronze
Age to the end of the Byzantine
Empire in the 15th century.
Although most people who consult her records follow scholarly
pursuits, sometimes those with
other motives find a use for the information. Recently, for example,
a film crew consulted her to make
sure their props were accurate in
a shipwreck scene, according to
Koehler.

The University of Maryland professor added that Grace "has done
it all without much support. The
important thing is to publish her
notes in coherent fashion according to their place of origin so by
study you can say something
about them."
The data she has accumulated,
by closely studying the shapes and
deciphering the writing found on
the amphoras, reveal useful
historic information, according to
others in the fields ui archaeology
and ancient history.
Each wine-producing district
had its distinctive vase shape and
unique stamp to indicate the point
of origin. They can, therefore, be
dated precisely, and provide an
accurate dating tool useful to
those puzzling out ancient history.
The vessels also tell something
of the process behind the manufacture of the foodstuffs they held as
well as indicating trading patterns
and alliances between cities and
states during an unusually long
period.
With her files as reference, new
finds -are identified and dated by
scholars of all nationalities for
whom these are the only central
records in existence on Greek amphoras and trade.
One might well wonder what it is
that inspires an individual to give
her life to such work and to keep at
it even in her 86th year? According
to her sister. Mary Grace, of
Nyack, N.Y., whatever it is runs in
the family.
A younger sister who died
recently also devoted her life—to
research in ancient history, working in Russia from 1949 to 1986, and
coming home to the United States
for only two visits during this
period.

22.6 CU.FT. NO-FROST
TOP MOUNT REFRIGERATOR
VOI
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• Wine chiller race
• Adjustable refrigerator
door shelves
• Ad1ustab4e tempered
glass shelves
• Separate dairy
compartment
• Litt-out egg tray

Now only

689"
We Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center — Hwy. 641 N.
Hrs. M-F 9-5
759-1505
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
Sat. 8-12

CUT GRASS
FIRST CLASS
Rugged SNAPPER Lawn
Tractors give you the versatility to mow your work down to
size, while keeping you comfortably in control.
• POWERFUL ENGINES:
12.5HP or 16HP Industrial
Commercial Engines.
• DUAL RANGE TRANSMISSION: Six low-range
and six high-range
speeds.
• DISC DRIVE: Provides
smooth on-the-go shifting
within each range.

• TILT STEERING WHEEL:
Exclusive steering wheel
adjusts for your comfort.
• BUCKET SEAT: Deigned
for comfortable operation
with an adjustable seat
support spring.
• CHOICE OF MOWING
DECKS: 41" or 48"
side discharge or 33"
Hi-Vac' System
• OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS: Help you keep
your lawn groomed all
year long.
Visit your SNAPPER dealer
today and Join the millions Of
satisfied SNAPPER users.
•opasaam
A kinnsA

s.

Skil
ammo'
Soisp2redlt

1West
Cordless Screwdriver
VI" Cordless Brid
with B Pc. Screwdriver Bit Si

Auto-lock allows use as a
manual screwdriver

2-speed, reversing. Cordless
convenience for use anywhere *9020P 681-2143;

832-0063

Twist 02i65

799

gServing You Since 1955

PI •"''

EI h year, hit-est tires '
more than iust trees. 14‘meather that Please.

A Putik Stew* of IN. USDA Footle Service end your State Foresters

Murray
Supply Company
208 E. Main

753-3361

As Low As

$2350
SUPPLY
W NowAUTO
D & "Your
Snapper Dealer in Murray"
512 So. 12th St.

•

753-4563

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.

SNAPPER
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AS of June 13, 1988 I, BROERINGMEYER
Lubie Lee Veal, Jr., Health Awareness Center
Hamlin, Ky. will no lon- is again being directed
by
ger be responsible for any Mary Broeringmeyer,
debts other than my own. Chiropractor.
Osteopathic department
and colon therapy de
GLASS Repair & Re- partment continue under
placement work for the directorship of Dr.
homes, autos and Bernard Morin. Center
businesses, window glass, hours are 9A.M. through
plate -§lass, insulated 5P.M., Monday through
glass, tempered Safety Friday. For appointment
glass, mirrors, glass call 753-2962.
table tops, storm windows and storm doors DOOR & Window Control
repaired, patio door glass Service. Replace Winand store fronts. M&G dows, Doors, Glass,
Complete Glass, Dixie- Closers, Hinges, Latches,
land Center, 753-0180.
Panic Hardware, Locks,
Rollers and Screens. Plus
Weather Strips and
Caulking. Work done for
Homes and Businesses.
M&G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center, phone
753-0180.'

CALLIGRAPHY by Holly
Thomas. Will print
calligraphy on wedding
invitations, shower in
vitations, birth an
nouncements, etc Call
753 0.442.
GOING out of business
"sale. John's Saving
Center, 2206 Coldwater
Rd. All merchandise
sale priced. Cash sales
only.
GRANNYS Kountry
Krafts is now open on
weekends 9A M.-6P.M
Saturday and 12-6P.M
Sunday. 5 miles South of
Murray oni Hwy 121.
Come see what we have
for you.
HOW to build the con
vertable an all seaon dog
house, $8.95 (Ky. re
sidents add 5% sales tax).
Mail to: W.W. En
terprise, P.O. Box 1306.
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42246.
.LOSE inches, reduce
stress, improve pos
ture, tone & condition
muscles_ Get passive
exercise before work,
on lunch hour, or on the
way home. Murray Hot
Tubs, 115 5o. 13th St
753•3492.
WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you want
we ill get it for you Gold
Nugget, 106 E. South
Street, Mayfield. Ky .
Phone 502.247 6762.
TRANSFER your 8MNI
home movies to video
tape. 13.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell.
Video Production
Specialties 759•9246

ACTIVITY assistant
Must be energetic, self
starter, outgoing per
sonality, enjoy working
with elderly. Experience
with crafts and typing
Some college preferred,
full time Monday through
Friday. Ability to express
self in writing. Apply
West V,iew Nursing
Home, 1401 S 16th St.,
Murray. E 0 E.
ACT Now New House of
Lloyd Super Party
Plan, 500 Exciting
items Area supervisors
needed
Work from
home. No investment,
pre training Call Doris
502-653-3671.
ATTENTION now hiring
demonstrators for
Christmas Around the
World, work part time
now until Christmas. No
delivery, no collecting.
Call Jana, evenings, 753
9805
BABYSITTER needed for
6 week old Mon Fri 7
3:30. References re
quired Call 435 44/6

1 NEED 5 teachers to
show WorldBook to 5 DENTAL assistant
qualified families per Receptionist part time,
4 afternoons 1 5, Some
week for S100 per week
Saturday mornings in
Call 502 554 5500 or 753
Apply in Person
winter months. Long
5570.
Owen Food Market
term employment, will
LABORATORY
train Send resume to
No-Phone calls
SUPERVISOR, Murray
P 0 Box 1040 D
State University. Position
rXPERIENCED pain
in
Student
Health
Ser
BEAUTICIAN 3 days a
ters Interior or exterior
vices. B.S. degree in
week or more 60% pay
capability $5 per hour.
Medical
Technology
or
Call 753-8663 or 753 1682
Full Service
Call 753 6244
appropriate science, cer
after 7 p.m
WORLDBOO
K
Child
Self Service
tification
as
a
Admission-P.00 ply car
medical
CRUISE Ships. Now
craft, needs a district
Proceeds benefit Nrwidline
hiring all positions. technologist by an accep
Price
table agency; a minimum manager for Murray
W.A.T.C.H.
Both skilled and un
of one year of clinical area For information
skilled.
For
information
Open: Mon.-Sat.
FOR a small invest
WorldBook, 1175
call (615)292 6900, Ext. experience preferred, write
ment you can have your
superVisory experience Clarkline Paducah, KY
6
H469.
to
9
own Business. Start
42001
preferred but not man
Goyernmenf
making money, fast
Sun. 9 to 6
d atory, other
jobs
your area. $15,000
Build your future with
S68,000. Call (602) qualifications may be
the knowledge, train
618 S. 4th
considered with ex
ofiTre or
838 8885. Ext. 684
ing, & equipment from
perience. Must be able to house I will clean it for
IF you are not satisfied
The Body Designer
753-4331
perform analysis and you
References
with your present job
Murray Hot Tubs 115
demonstrate proficiency available Call 753 7262
and need at least $36,000 in a
So. 13th St., 753 3492.
variety of routine and BABYSTTT1NG in my
BUSINESS CARDS Gef
per year, then we can
specialized laboratory home reasonable rates
use you. Send name and
sound. For more information, I'm 1,000 Free with 1,000
phone number to Op procedures Must also and references Call
sending you a free copy of my Health cards ordered. Highest
demonstrate the ability to 753 5237
quality at lowest prices.
portunity, P 0. box 479.
Report on 'Kidney Disorders." Other
Weekdays only, 436-2263.
Paducah. KY 42002 0479 operate different types of GENERAL house and
sophisticated electronic office cleaning 6 years
readers who would like a copy should
EOE
equipment. Responsible experience
send $1 and their name and address to
Re
for quality control pro
ferences Call 759 1578
1988 MEDICARE
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101NURSE
SHIFT
grams
and
maintenance
after 3P M
3369. Be sure to mention the title.
I N FORMATION
of laboratory supplies
SUPERVISOR
MOWING - and Trim
DEAR DR. GOTT: You stated that
Mec.care ,s again
Full time ten months. ming. large or small
The
Kentucky
using high-pressure guns for vaccines
NURSE
State
,..hanging the Part-A
part time in the summer
yeds Call 435 4447
Penitentiary in Lyon Counwas inappropriate in a pediatric clinREGISTERED
Salary 115,000 plus ben
deducttle and coRECENT college
ty ,S currently accepting
ic. Why? If they are only good for
efits Send resume to
The
Kentucky
S,ate
graduate looking for PR
bayments amounts
applications for Nurse
Roberta Garfield, Clinic or photography position
mass inoculations, couldn't a clinic
Per,tenhory ir Lyon Coon
vOu sry ,H be rgguired to
Sh,ft
Supervisor
Salary
Administrator, Student in Murray
have "inoculation day" and do all
is current)', occeptmy
Paris
eN.
"-ore of the
range $21 996 $29 364
Health Services, Murray Paducah
DPT or MMR, etc., shots at once'
area
Cali
aocilications for Registered
annually
State
Universit
y,
•••
•
yOu
g0
tO
901 642 3994
DEAR READER: For low-volume
Nurses Full-time arid part
Murray,
KY
42071
•he
ItAinireum
hosPtal. you or
WILL sit with elderly or
inoculation programs. the safest pronm
1n8eu. 00191y6._
range
50/0ry
4
LPN 3!! position. Mon
quir•rw•nts: Three years
sick anytime day or
your insurance wit
cedure is still, in my opinion, the neeS18.096,
day
through
Friday
with
night Cali 759 4171 or 753
of ekperience as a
annually
'.ave to Pay the first
dle and syringe. This technique has
weekends off Apply in 0785
Registered Nurse
A
S540 00
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband was less potential for complications. I am
before
person Mills Manor SOO WILL sit with elderly.
Minimum
Require.
bachelor s degree ri nur
hospitalized for a large amount of sure that in some busy pediatric pracBeck Lane, Mayfield
Medicare
rewreits: Must be 1,,e^sed
payS
or sick any time day or
sing *ill substitute for one
blood in the urine. The urologist states tices, the vaccine gun would be approGS CS Registered Nurse or
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anything For free irsSomeone to night References 753
year of the regoired exdo clean up work light 0785 759 .1171
that there is no reason to worry,since priate. Ask the doctors in your compossess o said 0.04 be,
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right?
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Kidney cysts can often bleed. If your a quadruple bypass several months
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medicine, the treatment may
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between
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30
by which the specialist examines the
NO CONTIACTS
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ALLIANCE
12 00 5 days a week
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lower reproductive tract and the inte- doctor
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about this.
NEEDING a babysitter PART trme position
PS
'a care.,
rior of the bladder.
After my father's bypass surgery.
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available Apply in per
In all probability, the urologist per- he felt so awful that he insisted his
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Between the hours of son. Thurdays oniv
formed all the necessary tests, so I doctor stop most of his medicines.
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Wendy s
suspect that the doctor's advice was Thereafter, he felt fine.
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Gone With the Wind III

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote

".1 know what I'll do."
he said."I'll buy her
a beagle!"

Rhett had -to admit
he missed Scarlett.
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N EEDED
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PHARMACIST

We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
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24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous
32. Apts for Rent
46. Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
Campers
51
53. Services Offered
cu.- ft. WHEEL
53. Services Offered
OREGON saw chains, Now renting. bedroo
2
BARROWS- Steel Trays
m 1 ACRE lot, 3 -bedroom 1975 LINCOLN Town car, 1978 HERITAGE 5th
mosr any type
3'8" pinch for the apartments. Call
and Legs, only $16.88. 4
753-3530. brick home , living PS, PB, air, bought wheel, 30', fully self con- drivew
following bar sizes. 10" Embassy Apartme
ay white rock
nts.
Cu. ft. Poly Wheellocally. Power train in tained with awning, ex- also, any type
room and kitchen, util
$5.68, 12" $7, 14" $7.42, DNE
gravel,
barrow- Poly Tray and
or
bedroo
good
Two
ity
m
room
shape.
cellen
central heat
t condition. dirt and sand call Roger
Asking $550.
16" $6.99, 20" & 21" apartme
wood handles, only
nts
near
753-3263
downair,
and
days; 753-9894 753-5216.
nice storage
Hudson, 753-4545 or
$9.99. wallin Hardware, town
$29 . 9 9 ! 4 c u .
Murray. Call 753- building, pabed evenings. 4
1985, 78 Prowler trailer, 753-6763.
Downtown Paris.
4109 or 436-2844.
Wheelbarrows- Steel
driveway, satellite TV 1976 BUICK, 2 door. Calf twin beds, air conditioUTTERING by Sears.
Tray and Wood Han PINE lumber unplane
ner, stereo system and Sears continuous gutd, TAKING applications antenna, nice location, 436-2E68.
dies, only $26.88. While 1X4 8' .10, 1X6 8' .60, 1X8 for Section" 8. Rent Hwy. 121. 10 miles from 1976 DELTA
ters installed for your
88. Good microwave. 759 9542.
supply lasts. Coast tb 8' .80, 2X4 8' .80. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 Murray. Call 436-5495 or condition, $600. 1970
Ford 30' MAURUDER cam- specifications. Call
Coast Hardware. 753- Seasoned oak, $40
Torino station wagon, 351 per, gas & electric, with Sears 753-2310 for free
/100 BR. Apply Hilldale 436-2426.
Steam & Vacuum
8604.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
bd. ft. Call 4354494.
Cleveland engine, good a/c. Call 753-5905 or estimate.
3 GALLON Buckets of PORCH Swings now in Equal Housing
work car, $350. Call 759- 753-1596.
System
)4AM1LTON Culturea
COMFORTABLE 1 4072.
Opportunity.
Latex Paint Clearance, stock! Solid Oak
AIRSTREAM-Travel marble and tile. 643 Old
Har
Bedroom house in
your choice: Interior dwood. 4 ft. Swing.
1977 GRAND Prix SJ, Trailers, pre- owned. Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Hazel, wall to wall
High Hide Flat White, $31.99; 5 ft. Swing, 34 Houses
1982 S-10 pickup Tahoe. Charles Cochran, 1NSULATTON blown
for Rent
in
carpet, gas heat,
Flat White, Semi Gloss $39.99. Coast
Three Rooms
Both in good condition. 7530)14.
to Coast IWO or three
by Sears. TVA apalumin
um siding. $28, Call
bedroom
White, or Wall Primer, Hardware. 753 86041.
753-9908
.
proved.
&Hall
Save
house,
on
newly
those
300.
Call 492-8755.
decorated.
only S20.00. Quantity SEARS
1978 CADILLAC Coupe
air compresser, Three miles on
high heating and coollimited, no reorder. 30 gal.
94E. COMPLETELY reDeVille, reduced to sell. 52 Boats -Motors
tank, 1 1/2 years Couples preferred.
ing bills. Call Sears
Call decorated 3 bedroom
Coast to Coast Hard old, paid
Call 753-9951.
$600. sell 1350. 753-3450, after 6 p.m
753-2310 for free
ware, Central Shopping Call 759
brick,
14'
5
CeaNy
minutes
east
1315 Olive Blvd.
mph
of
alum1351.
1978 TOYOTA Celica,
Center. 753 8604.
town. You look we talk.
ninum boat, floored and estimate.
753-3727
WASHER & dryer, ex- 36
very
nice,
auto.,
JIMMY'
a/c,
S
Lawn Mower
For Rent or Lease
Call 753-5836.
carpeted, with steering,
DODGE Dart Slant cellent conditio
p.s., p.b. Call 474-2325.
n, 1 year
and Saw Shop. Your
Gil
Sewell
6,
1981
very
35
clean,
hp.
COUNT
Johnso
good
RY
Cottage
n authori
. 4 1979 PON1 lAC
16. Home Furnishings
old, $200 or best offer. FOR Rent or Lease
zed Gilson and
Catacondition, $500 23" Call
/5 years experience
2,900 sq. ft. at 800 S. 4th bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, lina, need work, 2 door, motor, trailer, like new, Lawnboy sales and ser759-9810 after noon
7 PIECE living room glass shower door,
St. Will rent all or part. sunporch. carport, $200. Call 75/-9810 after all accessories in- vice. We service all
other
cluded, $3000. Call 759suite and recliner in good couch and chair, good
garage/shop. Fenced noon,
Call 759-1164 after 5P.M.
makes and models. 489
759-9810.
condition, best offer. 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1965 or 753-9235.
condition Call 136 5651
PAINTING- Inferior
RENT to Own a Heavy back yard. Garden spot. 1980 OLDS Delta 58, 4
2804.
18' GLASTRON, v-hull,
I PIECE rustic, hard Call 436 2227.
and exterior. 10 years
17X45, 2 bedroom, steps Duty Washer and About 5 miles from dr., very nice, $1900. bow
LANDS
CAPIN
G
and
H
P.
Sears riding lawn
rider, 140HP Merc,
wood, living room suit
experience. Reasonable
underpinning, nice, Dryer, $16 per week. Murray. (502) 435-4298 Call 436-2682.
8.
lawn
service
provide
d
for
mower,
power
wide cut, $350.
trim and tilt
extra large sofa, love
Call Movie World at evenings/weekends.
S4000. Call 435 4120.
1982 OLDS Toronado. Calf trailer, excellent'condi- the Murray area. For free rates, Free estimates
Call 759 135.4
seat, chair, large rock
ENERGY efficient, low
753.4663
estimates phone 753-3266. Call Willie, 436-2579.
12X60
753-6308
TWO
Bedroo
m,
tion,
$4900. 759-4697.
mg chair, coffee table, ANTIQUE oak vanity good conditio
maintenance 2 bedroom,
LEE'
n,
stove,
S CARPET DUALITY construction
re1982
PEUGE
OT, like 1973 RENKEN 16 1/2',37 Livestock-Supplies
1 bath, home with full
ottoman and 2 end dresser over 100 years frigerator and
CLEAN
utility
new
ING. For all repairs and alterations.
inside
and out, 140H P Mercury Cruiser
tables, $400 Call 753 old, $75 Minor engine pole. Call 759
Free estimates. Call G
FOR sale Ducks, Rab- 'basement, aluminum needs little mech. work, inboard
your
after
4805
carpet
& upholstrepairs and car clean
/ outboard, real
7580, after 4 30 p m
& A 436-2617.
bits and Banty Chickens. siding, Therma Pane $1500 or best offer. Call
5P.M.
ery
cleaning
.
For
a free
good condition. Asking
BEAUTIFUL Walnut up. $35 Call before 3 14x713 2 BEDROOM, 2 Call 474 8856 or 753-1773 windows and central gas 759-9698.
estimate call 753-5827. ROCKY COLSON Home
$1500. 436-5430.
m 759 4916
heat/air, on wooded lot in
Speakers. 18" Woofers,
Repair. Roofing, siding,
after
6P.M.
Satisfie
Excellen
d
bath.
referenc
conditio
t
es.
n
COLORADO Lava
Benton. Owner moving so 1983 BUICK Electra 1987, 1750 PROCRAFT LICEN
retail $800, 1'. price
painting, plumbing,
Central electric heat and SADDLEHORSE.,
SED
Limite
Electri
d,
4
dr.,
all
Rock,
bass
boat,
1
cu150
Mercury
priced to sell at S39,9010.ft. bag. air, stove, refriger
Call 753 3944
cian, Doug Jones Elec- concrete. Free esator, year old filly, nice
options, immaculate motor, new
batteries, tric: Resident
timates. Call 474-2307 or
COUCH and chair 753 Great no rot, landscape dishwasher. 10x20 racking gilding, reg. Call 527-1938 after 5P.M.
ial wiring
conditio
n,
51,xxx
miles
Lowran
materia
ce
l,
depth
only
$2 59 'a covered patio,
753-6973.
finders, and electric
3371
_large saddle bred, 3 gaited •IOUSE for sale in Can- Call 753-0126.
al
and
elecexcellen
bag SOM Black Land
t
conditio
n. 502- tric
SEWING Machine Rep
workshop/storage build• pleasure mire and terbury. Owner must 1984 CUTLASS Suprem
DINING room fable and .3 scape Rock Only
motor
repairs.
No
345-2374
after
e,
5P.M.
S1,75 ing. Swimming pool
chairs with leafs. sofa in per bag.
rewinding. Call air. All makes and
in yearling colt. Call 753- move. Call 7531531 after white, Pioneer stereo 14' FISHIN
Coast to Coast
G boat and 759-4751
1P.M. weekdays for an
models. Home & Indust
park. E•13 Coach Estates. 9390.
excellent condition
.
syste
m,
speak
Hardware 753 8604
ers,
trailer, $250. 436-2871.
rial. Bag closing
S13,500. 753 6923 or 7S3- SIMMENTAL and appointment.
Zenon 8 track stereo 753 ENTI
LICEN
SED
electric
equaliz
ian,
er,
GT
steering
RE stock 7475
REAL nice 2 bedroom, on wheel, tinted windows, AR ROWGLASS Miksie, residential and com- machines. Also scissor
Sirribrah bulls. Per
4877
McCall's
1975
s are 1973 MORGAN
double formance & semen 1/2 acre. 10 minutes from new tires, sharp. 15500. $1800. Evinrude motor, mercial. Air condition- sharpening. 40 yrs. ex
roR sale 8 sofa, plat half price, pattern
plus 50 cents, wide mobile
Call 437-4157.
Murray on 732. $30,750. 753-9200, 489-2836.
ing. Sales and service. perience. All work
home. Call tested. Excellent qual
form rocker English no limit, 1 week only
LREs r LINt fishing boaf Gas install
guaranteed. Kenneth
Call 436-5435.
ity_ $650 & up. Cadiz
753
5002
saddle wall unit en
1984
FORD Escort
Murray Sewing Ctr
2 and trailer with 25HP repair for ation and Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella,
'WO Bedroom House dr., 39,xxx miles, 4 L,
1974 COUVENTRY house Ky. 522 8794
tertainment renter 753 ruLL
natural
and
sp.,
size bed and trailer. 12x50,
on 3 acres with 24X32 new tires, excellent Johnson motor, must sell. LP. Fred's Repair 753- Ky.
refrigera•
8143
sheets, excellent condi
S EETROCK finishing,
shop, satellite dish and condition, $3400. Call $1000 or best offer. 759- 7203.
tor, stove, washer and 38. Pets•Supplies
tion Also white metal
1647.
new or repair. 436-2811.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
dryer, air conditioner. 6 WEEK old Hirealyan several outbuildings in 759-9890 or 753-5677.
MAX W. Parker,
cabinet Emerson
PARKER'S Marine Attorney at
Penny area. Call 753
kittens. Call 753,0747
Law. Former SUREWAY Tree Service'
/984 MERCURY Grand SalvageMOVING need to sell stereo Call 759 9810 $4500 753 9200, 489 2836
Wants to buy County Attorney; former Topping, pruning, tree
1 9 8 3
2 4 x 6 6 AKC puppies Yorkies, 2900 or 753-5702 after Marquis LS, extra nice,
Filter Queen vacuum after noon
boat, motors, trailers District
SPRINGHILL, partially Poms, Shih Tzu and 5P.M.
Judge. Office, 104 removal. Aerial bucket
dark blue, white vinyl and marine
cleaner with at
GLIIDDEN Latex Waif furnishe
parts. Hwy. N. 4th St., Murray, 753- truck. Fully insured for
WATERFRONT 2 bed- top, $8000. Call 527-8810.
d with satellite Poodles. Char Nell Ken
tachments, 3 1 2 years Paint 5 gallon
69-A, Paris, TN. 901-642- 3153; Home,
your protection. Stump
can dish Call 753 6769
room 2 bath aluminum 1987 PONTIAC Grand
nels on Kentucky Lake
753-7900.
Old, excellent condition $29 99 Get at
6569.
Black's 1984 BUCAN
MITCHELL Paving' removal with no lawn
sided home with central Am, 2 dr, white with
362 8258.
NEER,
Retail $700. asking Decorating Center,
701 bedroom
heat and air, -covered ce- burgundy interior, new SAILBOAT- 72' Venture Driveways, parking damage. Free estimates.
, 2 full baths,
S750 Cali 753 2775
S 4th St , Murray, KY
with trailer. 7HP out- lots, seal
dwood patio deck, new white letter tires, &
central heat & air. 41 Public Sales
coating and No obligations. 753-5484.
board, three sails. Good striping.
HIDE A BED couch applian
18 Sewing Machines
garage, on lovely wooded wheels, 35,xxx act.
Also, WET BASEMENT? We
ces,
furnitu
re,
condition. After 4P.M. limesto
$45 8X 10 - tent $40
electric
ne,
lot
gravel,
Excellen
pole
under
top make wet basements
and
t
boat
miles,
dock,
$8750.
753-0816.
JSED Singer & Viking Electric weedeater $10
1742308.
dry. Work completely
soil
and
grading
pinning
spectacu
.
Phone
Call
lar
753
view
0220.
of
Ken87 EXP, red, sunroof, WANT To
Sewing machines your Coleman camp stove
guaranteed. Call or
Buy or Sell: 753-1537.
tucky
1988
CLAYT
Lake.
Only
ON
14X70,
$63,700.
tinied windows, bra. Boats, motors,
3
:noice $49 50 Murray $10 Bedroom suite $10
write Morgan Con
trailers
,
MOBI
Call
LE
today
HOM
bedroom
for
appointE
.,
7 full bath,
$8500 cash or 1.500 cash
Sewing ctr
Octagym exercise
ment to see! Kopperud and take over loan. Call parts, anything marine. Specialist, Repair, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
excellent condition Cali
machine $50 Can after
Paris, TN, 901-642-6569, leveling,
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Realty 753 1222.
753 0411, or 436 5874,
underpinning,
19 Farm Equipment
753 7177, after 3:30 p.m.
5 30 p.m. 197 8298
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
8A.M. 5P.M. daily, set-ups, tear-down
after
6
p m
s,
WELL builtW:)
orri 87 MUSTANG LX, red, 1-5P.M Sunday.
SUPER C Farman ivTfh LA-ROE, large, large
WILL
do any type work.
roofs,
floors,
plumbin
g,
brick home in Murray, sharp, 5 speed,
cuii, yator
Cat) after selectiOn of storage 1988 CLAYT
wiring, washing, Build privacy fences,
central
ON
air/heat
14X57
Thurs
AM/FM
all
(gas),
.,
,
Fri.,
2
cruise,
10,xxx
6P M 435 4596
buildings in stock for
hurricane straps. 759- hauling, clean garages,
electric, must be moved,
53. Services Offered
baths, patio, utility room, act. miles. Call 753-5216.
immediate delivery
clean aluminum siding,
Sat.
4850.
&
Sun.
$11,750
Call
almost
436
new
20 Sports Equipment
roof,
5435
fenced
RED
HOT bargains!
Acree Portable
PAINTING- Interior yard cleaning, build or
LAWN
SERV
yard.
ICE
489
7352.
BEDRO
OM
Cypre
ss
doublew
Drug
Springs
dealers' cars,
BUSTNES-SES Caps. Bui4,din-gs, Mayfield. ide,
and Exterior. 25 years repair buildings or barns.
24)(40, ,best offer
boats, planes reac Sets
T shirts golf Ky 502 247 7831
Yards Mowed
47
experi
436.2
Motor
ence. Quality References. Call 753-0846.
374
cycle
s
Call
345
2799
possessed. Surplus.
weekends
shirts for employees LIKE new wheel chair,
work.
Reasona
ble. Free WILL haul any type
or
TOOIS,
before
2
'1979
antique
30P M
HONDA Gold Wing Your area. Buyers
furand Trimmed
and advertisement Can $50 437 4853
estimat
es.
Referen
ces. gravel, rock, sand, dirt.
G LI000, like new, low Guide. 1'6O56$7-6000,
niture & lots of rnisc
Call Williams and Son,
be embroidered or 700VING Sate
Sears 28. Phobia Homes for Rent
Call
436-2245
.
Free
Estim
ates
mileage. After SP.M or Ext. S 81S5
printed
759-1354.
Faye s, 514 Riding Mower, 10HP. 36"
weekends, call 247-8132 or
3 BR. furnTfiecr or
Main St 753 774.3
cut, excellent condition,
Call 753-8083
Septic Tanks
247-6720, Mayfield.
YARD landscaping.
NOW Ws
1.600 Or best offer Antique unfurnished, some new 43 Real Estate
Leveling driveways and
1982
YAMAH
Pumped
A
Maxim
Musical
22
upright piano, very good furniture, natural gas
A-1
ENTER
15 ACRES of land, 1 mile
PRISES ofbushhogging. 436 5430
--Sewer lines cleaned
air con
condition, sacrifice, 1.375 electric
fering brick and block
west of Kirksey. Call 489. 1100, full faring, case
7 MASON Hamlin
--Grease Traps
or 753-0659.
guards, stereo, 8000
ditioned Shady Oaks 2161.
(Fermerl, at hlur,ar & Fulton/
driveway and patio
Grand Piano, excellent Call 901 747 3750
Pumped
753 5709
work. Carpentry work
BEAUTIFUL Lake home. miles. $1500 or best offer
condition, $15,000 Call PINE Bark 7 cu ft
--Portable toilet
55. Feed and Seed
of all phases. Also,
private community, 759.1966.
bags Mulch. $1 99 each
753 8950
rentals
natural and LP gas
Pine Bark Nuggets,
FOR
Sale: Wheat straw,
Panorama Shores. Priv- 19117 YAMAHA Seca 400,
* Four Star *
trailer rental
work. Free estimates
either in barn or in field.
$7 29 each Patio Stones,
ate boat launching. Two low mileage, $900. Call
24 Miscellaneous
& sales
759-4506.
MOBILE HOME
436-5355.
753-8156 or 753-6401
bedroom, 1 bath, living
2" X1I"X 16" Red or
7 BASSETT hound Gray. $ 69 12"X17"X2"
Al TREE Service arid
New 5 Used
room and kitchen 22.000 1983 YAMAHA Seca 900,
•
REPAI
R
puppies free
56. Free Column
used Red or Gray,
stump removal. Your
BTU air conditioner, en• excellent condition, low
69 New
GM Executives 8
Mobile John &
weight lifting bench and 17 1 - 7"
professional tree service
ergy efficient. Corner lot. miles. Call 759-1225.
Hexagonal
6 week old pupProgram
Vehicles
we,ohts Call 753 05/11
Septic Service
All types, removal, top
Stones, Red or Gray,
Serious people can call 1986 KAWASAKI 451
pies. Part Bird dog and
ping, feeding. Free es
LTD,68xx miles, maroon
riREwtrOD for sale $1 69 Coast to Coast
436 5355.
901-042.3900
527-9945
part Beagle. 753-5474 aftimates. 50' bucket truck
437 1667
Hardware 753 8604
EXPERT Real Estate Book value $1550. selling
Hwy. 79 W. - Parts
ter 4P,M. or anytime
1 800-592-3308
chipp
and
price
$1395.
er.
753
Call
7839.
agents needed for
weekends.
OCY
753-0906
85 KAWASKI KST 795
major real estate corn
ACE
5
0
.
Lawn
Tecate
Service
Used Trucks
3 wheeler. Must
s:
pany in Murray, KY
Better Built Storage Buildings
'
250
*
Mowing, Landscaping,
Send resume to P 0 sell. Call after 6 p.m., 1971 CHEVY van,
long
Proi..tcat • Aiiroctive • AfforduCie
any
type of yard work.
753 4.447.
Itook&np & Son..
Box 792.
wheel base, 307 cubic
753
*
wows moms(
FOR sale Shop 30'x10
inch, runs good, excel- Call 192-8650.
5940
with office 12'x12', 2 1 72 48. Auto Services
*PHONE 1502092-8488 *
lent body, good tires, ALL -Types of gravel
•
and white rock hauled.
acres, city water, gas ENGINE, 305 Cl. 17 $900. Call 192 8376.
Custom Kitchen
•
TUCKER TV
Also,
slabs
and
light
and
heat,
has
setup
model,
trailer
for
3,500
actual
Cabinets
1975 PONTIAC Cata1916 Coldwater Rd.
30. Business Rentals
Murray" 502-48926o3
dark mulch, hauling
or building. 2.2 miles east miles, $1,000, call 527 lina, 4 dr., automat
ic, and any type of clean-u
SMALL lliulld7ng near on Hwy. 94. 127,000. 753 9729
Al Types Of:
•
p
a/c, S450. 1967 DODGE
•
campus Ideal for office 2527
*
440 Coronet wagon, 318 work. Reasonable, ReWoodw
orkin
g
Custo
m
ferences. (Industrial or
or small business, Call kOPPERUD Realty 49. Used Cars
it
motor, stick, runs good
Residential), 753-0467.
753 7967
offers a complete range 1971, 4 DOOR, LTD Ford, $375. Call 759-1354.
*
&
APPLIANCE SER- •
STORAGE building, of Real Estate services all original, drives extra 1979
4I
CHEVY pickup, 6 VICE
•
Cabinets
Kitche
Kenm
.
Bath
30x60, next to Dill Elec
&
n
ore,
with a wide selection of good. $3.50. Call 436-2127.
41
cylinder. Call 436 2868.
#
showroo
m
West
tric $195 per month 753
our
'Drop
sow
ingh
&
by
ouse, •
quality homes, all 1974 FORD pick-up, 302 1980
•
EL
Camino
Super
Audi
MURRAY
Sonny
SUNBUR
(6.0,64
Whirlp
,
;
409
Y
ool.'
8084 ask for Tommy or
78 years
prices. 753 1222, toll free auto.. $375. Call Sport,
extra sharp, $3850. experience. Parts and
John
1 800 251 HOME Ext 759 135/.
**********************
of.
Call 753-1217.
service.
Bobby Hopper,
711L for courteous,
32. Apts for Rent
753-4872
or 436-5848.
competent Real Estate
TN 411ITION AI. lit:Al TV complemented with
BETTER BUILT
service. We make buy
1 AND / bedroom apar
(4 arm w(sod accents (1.iatom shutters
CONSTRUCTION
, landscap
log & selling Real
tments Call 753 8668 be
me, and pro ssional decor make this New Pro
Storage buildings,
hveen 9A.M. and 3P M., Estate easy for you.
titence hon
treated decks, and
winner
Monday through Friday.
44. Lots for Sale
general home im
E qual Housing
provements. Quality
(No Used Equipment)
R1X1'grAft'lake on 91
o rtunity
work for less. Free
The village
east, 7 miles from
1 EDROOM apt, par
759-9E RA
estimates. L.E
fiat utilities, no pets, Murray, $3300 or best
Williams 489-2663.
offer. Must sell. Call
$145. Call 753 2949.
Large and lovely home on 4 acres near
Call
YARD landscaping
753 9525.
1 BEDROOM furnished
South
west
Eleme
ntary
Levelin
g
School
drivewa
Many
.
ys
and
kENTUCKY Lake Lot.
apartment, close to un
bushhoggIng. 436-$430 or
outstanding features.
iversity and hopsital. - 1260 Mobile Home, sep
753-0659.
tic, well, lot goes to TVA
Some utilities paid
BRICK block and con
survey line, 116,500. 442
.•
t,,,,
Phone 753 4012 or
crete driveways,
1770 or 442 3432.
753 8756.
753-1222
Mary Broeringmeyer, Chiropractor
711 Main
sidewalks, patios, house
1 BEDROOM efficiency
,
„Rob Morton
46 Homes for Sale
foundations, chimneys.
Atirl
apartment, parial
New and repair. 27
.•
utilities paid. No pets. 37b0 SQ. FT. home on
years experience. Free
753 9741,
Dudley Drive with fen
estimates. Large or
1 BEDROOM apartment, ced backyard on double
small jobs. Charles
partial utilities paid. No lot. Home has 3 be
Barnett 753-5476.
pets. 753-9741.
Center Hours are 9 a.m. thru 5 p.m.
drooms, 2 baths,
CONCRETE drive
separa
3
BEDRO
te living and
OM apart
ways, patios, carpentry
Monday thru Friday
if I
ment, unfurnished but dining area, large util
and block work. Call
Sala Starts Juno 22
For appointment call 753-2962.
with stove and refrigera
ity and two car garage,
502-492-8160.
1000111 A 100011 of Yards To Choose From,
tor. Nice, clean, close to central air conditioning
I Truck Load of Short Rolls
FAMILY Lawn Care
campus. Available July 1. with gas heat. AdH•divy COTTIMCIIII Mixed Colors
Specialize in lawn mow
753 7276.
ditional paneled and
Tobacco barn & base,
ing including shrubbery
DATA PROCESSING INSTRUCTOR
$2.2
5
Sq.
Yd.
carpeted 20X14 building
BEDROOM un
and hedges. Servicing
12'fleary HI-Lo Shag
furnished apt., 5 miles in backyard could be
Seeking seuior instructor to provide computer
city and county. Lower
2 room block house.
form town, mowing, used as guest house or
educational services to employees, including
rates for Senior Citizens.
$4.9
5 to $7.95
water
worksho
&
p.
sewage,
Call
753
garb9275
Call now and register
classroom instruction. tutoring, maintaining a sell
Sq Yd
age pick up paid. $150 after 5 p.m. for
with a dependable Lawn
study area and computer library
Grass Ca'p'
3 bedroom house.
month. Deposit & re
information or ap t.
89 to ,2 99 Sq Yd
Service. 753 3511 or 753
'299
ference
to
'4
95
Yd
Sa
s
require
d.
Call
BEDRO
Position requires B S degree with major in cum
OM, 7 bath,
3155.
i495
Heavy Plusr
to '695 Sq Tit/
753 7443 or 489-2256.
modern Ky. Lake home.
FENCE sales at Sears
puler science, minimum four years experience
Borders on watershed.
Big Roils 12 Heavy COMMttfcesi Plush
'395 Sq Y0
BRICK duplex, with Call 436-5581 or 472.0726.
now. Call Sears 753-7310
providing classroom instruction at College level
12 l-t•avt, Tweed Corrnse.c-al
cr; yd
carport, 1 large bed- 4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
for free estimate for
On computer related subject matter
room, shade, couples home on beautiful
12' Our Best Plush Trackless
your needs.
N. 16th Extended.
3
preferre
d, no pets, S435 acre wooded lot on
Potential supervisory role Some travel invOlved
$7.95 to $12.49
per month. Call Whippoorwill Way,
15
For Confidential consideration, send resume 10
Yd
753-6931.
Ideal for subdivision
WULFF CAB.
minutes from Murray
. • -airmasie Stair Reieased
MUR Cal apts. Nor- onl Hwy. 121. Features
RECO
Compels
VERY
to,
cadet sek% NN
thwood Dr. T, 2 of 3 BR. lariie semi- Cirruler
Poce
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation
YE'S
Sfa
,e.ease
c•-.1
or home.
Now renting. Equal glassed in family room
•Do-It-Whirs•
P.O. Box 1160
Ftee
Worry
Housing Opportunity. with fireplace, spactOus
Saturday
Hourc
5
p
Monday
Owensboro, KY 42302
Formica cab doors759-4984.
kitchen with breakfast
NEWLY remode et, et
area. Large living room
countertops
Texas Gas Transmission
ficiency apartment 8. dining combination,
wd. grained any size
furnished
Partial large laundry/ play Corporation
trailers-boats-campers
utilities paid, 1160 room, 2 car garage. Calk
a
Ft Miles S of MorrAy kV • Fill Hwy
An Equal Opportunity Employes
month, $160 deposit. for an appointment,
711 Main
Murray 43645560
Between Hazel KY and Poryear TN
753-1222
Call 753-8835.
247 1468.
1-10LIDAY Inn renovation
sale 150 yards of dining
room drapery and lobby
furniture. See Tim Miller
or Wanda Bailey. No
hone calls please.
IMBAL upright piano,
$900, Magic Chef electric
range, almond color, 1
year old, $1513; electric
drums, $600 new, will
take„S150, Colt Mark IV
380 automatic pistol, $200
firm; 12" B&W portable
TV, - 1 year old, 135;
Ladies waterfall diamond
ring, I 1/2 karat, $2000
new, $800 firm; pinball
machine in good working
order, $150. VCR portable
came,a and recorder
with carrying case and
extra battery, 1 year old,
new $1900, $800 firm 753
9513

3

FOR

Gil's

Carpet and
Upholstery

Cleaning

Special!

*39.95

71

Big 7
Family
Yard Sale

Dan Taylor

Myr* Okismobsio,
Coax,Inc. at
P** TN

Lane's

rRtE

Now On Display At

4a*

New

ERAe

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

ERITAGE REALTY

Brinkley Pumps, G,I.C, Guns I Easy Rain

Broerin9meyer Health
Awareness Center

KOPPERUD REALTY

AFTER
INVENTORY SALE

Morton Enterprises
435-4131
32 Acre Farm

* Bargain *

901-498-8963
PASCHALL CARPET, IN

Kopperud Realty
1
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4TH & CHESTNUT
MURRAY, KY.

1J 111
)
LFOOD MART.,

WEDNESDAY,JUNE 22nd
WIT? ViV'V ittlaftA
at 2 p.m.

OPEN 24 HOURS

outri

ftfil
1411•Milif
.11

.4111P.

74:767nteq47
OCC FIUT
1
;.?

""IIMW

(DTI

"MEW
-41111.

I

:41,1 .0"41111.

SELF-SERVE GASOLINE: Regular, Unleaded & Super Unleaded
NO ALCOHOL BLENDED WITH OUR GASO
LINE

Creole
Fried
Chicken

ob
,
7104.1

Regular
or
Hot 'N Spicy

...40_____.--1
/PA

MSCUTT

with

$

-

•

8 Piece

Biscuit

1 59

*•:•::::::::::::::::::.

$499

1

.•

:

.:

•

iiiiii Men '

:':'

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•••:•:•••••••••• •
."

.K:K:E::*i:::i*::::::::::.

$2
89

209

$

29c

gal

ea.

:::-::: - .

.../

•

.

"We wish you
the best of luck"
P 0 BOX 1102
INDUSTRiAL ROAD
MURRAY KY 42071
PHONE (502) 753-5976
.•:•. :::

• .....'
• :iigiiiii::ii0iii:iii:iiiii........
::*i*i:i*i: ::::

..:': i::i•::::::::::::::::::::::::i4:::i:i*i:::::::::::::i*i::

*::::::::::; -....:•:•:::::i::::

• • • • ••

•

•

gRATil[ATIoNsi

It's been a pleasure
working with you.

Jr. Food Mart
on your opening

"Installer of the YORK
Quality Heating & Cooling System."

rt r•
BoGARId
CAVAMT

:ii!i:iiiiii§iiii:iiiii::::
.
:..

Roy Bynum
Construction
2107 Coldw

Jerry Humphrey's
40Heating and Air Conditioning
...

Pine St., Murray

753-0112

•-'-::::::::::•::::::::.:-:.:.:::::.:

ater Rd.

'

goitioi
ma itil
and Best Wishes
for a
successful future

Steele & Allbritten

Plumbing and Electric Company
209 S. 3rd St., Murray - 753-5341
,.., , ,,,.,,,.,,., , ,.,.., . ,

appreciate
your business.

•

1400 HILLwOOD
MURRAY. KY 42071

We

44

Sh. Center

..

:. •
.•

, HILL ELECTRIC

6

.. ......,, .

••

.

BEST WISHES

.

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
southside

753-1488

.

.• •• :••• • •.•.•:•:•:•:•:•:•::•:::•:•:•
•

...,...,....,,...,, .,, ... :...,.

.

SWIFT ROOFING

.:. -:::•:%:..,,

.

•

We're very pleased
to have worked
with all of you.

.7 9-4614

753-5370

It's been a pleasure
working with you.

....................................

Turner 2% Milk

(12 oz. cans)

JOe H. Rosso owner

Jr. Food Mart
on your new building.

•:. ::: •

* ... •

12 Pack 12 oz. cans

General Contractor

CON'SBITTILITgONS

RALPH.1,

BUY ONE,
T ONE FREE!

e
o
s
s
eonstruction

LASSITER
PLASTER CO., Inc.
601 N. 4th St., Murray

_

FREE SMALL COFFEE
with Bakery Purchase

•

Thank You
for allowing us to be
a part of your
contribution to a
growing communityi

•

89

Family Special

99

c

IpOPP

BREAKFAST
Sausage & Biscuit

2 Piece Mix

Cheese Nachos

DAVID HILL, OWNER
(502)753-9562

..•

' i• NOUS/AIM_

.•

.‘.

..

•CormwencIAL. RESIDENTIAL

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR•4

NEW CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE

753-3321
:"::::•:•:::•:•:•..
\

